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AIMS AND OBJECTS
The objects of the Society are the furtherance of the science of history and of historical
literature by the publication of historical records relating to Northamptonshire, and the
stimulation of interest in historical studies by exhibitions, lectures, etc.
MEMBERSHIP
THE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, which has not been raised in thirty-seven years, is ONE GUINEA
only. This entitles members to free copies of publications issued for the period in respect of
which they have subscribed and the right to attend meetings and lectures. Forms of membership
are enclosed herewith.
.
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE PAST AND PRESENT
Volume I (1948-1953)
bound in red cloth, complete with index, price to members £l.10.0.; to non-members
£1.15.0, plus postage and packing; obtainable from Northamptonshire Record Society,
Lamport Hall, Northampton

A fascinating illustrated miscellany of articles on
such topics as the ancestry of village crosses, inc1osures,
Cromwell's Master of the Horse, turnpike roads, Archbishop
Chichele, justices of the peace, local bell-founders and stonecarvers, eighteenth century elections, and lord lieutenants.
The pages are sprinkled with old cookery receipts, and
in "Tales of Whittlebury Forest" are preserved in the very
words of the village worthies the folk memories of south
Northamptonshire.
Gladys Scott-Thomson, Sir Gyles I sham, Professor
E. F. Jacob, Lord Spencer, Margaret Deanesly, Arthur
Cossons, W. E. Tate, P. I. King and She1agh Lewis are ·
among the contributors.
As the edition is limited to less than 100 copies, early
application to the Hon. Secretary of the· Society is recommended.
IV
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NOTES AND NEWS

IF the Delapre Abbey Campaign was the outstanding activity of the Society
during 1956, its victorious conclusion has been the principal event of 1957. In our last issue we
stated that by the end of November, 1956, we were still short of £747. By December 31 st there
was still £200 to get. The getting of it was uphill work, but by February 14th "the labourers'
task was o'er", and we were able to claim the promised contribution of £3,000 from the Pilgrim
Trust. With this sum, the £15,000 aimed at was now assured, over and above all the expenses
of the campaign which amounted to £795, and we had qualified for the grant of £5,000 offered
by the Ministry of Works. The completion of our great enterprise was in sight.
Trustees were appointed on January 26th, 1957, to repair the building and to carry out the
complicated legal arrangements between the Northants Borough and County Councils, the
Northants Archives Committee a,nd this Society, needed to ensure the fulfilment of the objects
for which the money had been subscribed, viz: the preservation of the Abbey building and its
occupation for 99 years, as Ca) a centre of historical study for students of all ages; Cb) a repository
for the historical records of the Shire; and Cc) a worthy headquarters for this Society.
. The preparation of the various legal documents and the passing of the necessary resolutions by the Local Authorities took a long time, and it was not until November 14th, after a
great many meetings and consultations, that all was satisfactorily accomplished and the deeds
and agreements signed, sealed, and delivered. In the meantime Mr. David Nye had been
appointed architect to the trustees and the plans prepared, so that on November 16th Messrs.
Simcock and Usher, of Northampton, the contractors, were able to start work. They estimate
that they can finish the job in nine months.
It may interest our readers to know that of the money subscribed by th public, approximately £7,000 came from the Borough and County of Northampton and the Soke of Peterborough;
no less than £5,000 from our good friends and well-wishers in the rest of the country; and £200
from friends overseas. Surely this is all a most encouraging sign of the great interest in history
that now exists, as well as of a greater appreciation of good architecture. May the saving of
Delapre be a pointer to our local Councils to be more eager to preserve than to destroy the
beauty of our villages and towns, for the destruction of structurally sound .houses has gone
tragically far, in our County, at least, and it is high time that the "demolition bug" was liquidated.
We are delighted to inform our readers that Sir George C~ark, D.Phll., F.B.A.
was elected President of this Society in succession to the late Marquess of Exeter, K.G.
at a General Meeting of Members at Northampton on October 26th. Sir George is President of
the British Academy and the author of several works on 17th century history. He was formerly
Regius Professor of Modern History at Cambridge and for many years Editor of the English
Historical Review. He retired last summer from the Provostship of Oriel College, Oxford. His
home is at Kings Sutton and he has been a member of our Society for some years. He looks
forward to pursuing his historical studies in the rural seclusion of south Northamptonshire, but
intends, nevertheless, to take an active part in the affairs of the Society.
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The Northamptonshire Record Office. Mr. P. 1. King, in his last annual
report, announced some important accessions of MSS, which'inc1ude a long run of the Quarte~
Sessions Minute Books of the Soke or Liberty of Peterborough, starting in 1756, and the reports
of the visiting Justices of the Liberty Gaol from 1844 to 1878. Lord St. John has deposited the
records of the St. John estate, which will be of special interest to medievalists for the splendid
run of court rolls of the manor of Woodford near Thrapston from 1281 to 1482. Through the
. Records Preservation Section of the British Records Association came a batch of Titchmarsh
documents relating to the Pickering family. Many interesting Northampton documents have been
acquired during the year, the earliest being a deed of Abington Street of 1411.
Additions to the Finch-Hatton collection include a detailed list of Lord Hatton's debts
incurred during the Civil War, amounting to £45,000, also papers ' (1615-1857) relating to Great
Billing almshouses, in one of which, dated 1679, is a reference to "a newly built house used as a
gaol next to the County Hall". The "Hall" referred to is of course the lovely Sessions House
in George Row, quite the most beautiful secular building surviving in Northampton. It adjoins
the County Hall proper, erected to provide a meeting place for the newly established County
Council in 1888-89, and itself a dignified example of Victorian architecture. It is interesting to
find the term "County Hall" in use jn the 17th century. The "newly built house" referred to
above was originally the Bell Inn. On the initiative of Lord Hatton it was converted into a gaol
by subscriptions from the local landowners c.1635, and destroyed in the Great Fire of Northampton in 1676. That the motives of the landowners in subscribing for this object were not
entirely altruistic, is probable, for Lord Hatton, in asking for subscriptions, remarked: "He that
hath the best booty at home for thieves, and hath many tenants in the county, shall reap most
benefit by the strict restraint of prisoners to the terror of rogues abroad". 1
English Records in America. A large number of records of Northamptonshire
origin have recently been discovered in American libraries in California and Washington D. C.
Arrangements are being made by the Northamptonshire Archives Committee to have micro-film
copies made for the Northamptonshire Record Office, so that they will be accessible in this
form to ~orthamptonshire students.
Local History is by far the most popular subject in the Workers' Educational
Association programme this winter. No fewer than seven courses in widely different parts of the
County are being held on this subject. The Northamptonshire Local History Committee is
holding an essay.sompetition for the best paper on "Memories of a Villager". Essays (of any
length) should be sent to the Secretary at 53 Abington Street, Northampton, by February 28th.
We hope there will be a great many entries.
. Ancient Buildings. It was of Rushton Hall that the late Mr. J. Alfred Gotch
wrote more than twenty years ago: "The future of this house, one of the finest and most interesting in the County, is a matter of uneasy speculation". But though since he wrote those ominous
words, seven large country houses2 of architectural merit in Northamptonshjre have
been demolished, Rushton still stands. It is being taken over by the Ministry of Works, who will
repair and convert it for use as a school by the National Institute for the Blind. All this has been
1
2

Brudenell MSS, c.iv.21. Joan Wake, The Brudenells of Deene, p.113.
Billing, Blatherwick, Brixworth, Fineshade, Horton, Norton and Sulby Halls.
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accomplished under that admirable statute, the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act
of 1953. John Tresham, who built the first and main part of the Hall, was the grandson of Sir
William Tresham, the subject of Professor Roskell's article on page 189.
Congratulations to Sir Michael Culme-Seymour for the most successful results of his
efforts to preserve and bring up to modern standards of living the particularly lovely village of
Rockingham at the foot of the famous Castle of that name. Such cottages of local stone
with their silvery dun-coloured thatch, Cof straw from the cornfields of the parish,) seem to
have grown like the trees rather than to have been built by human agency, so much do they
seem to form a part of the natural landscape in which they are set. May the conference on the
reconstruction of stone houses held recently at the Castle by invitation of Sir Michael, and under
the auspices of the Society for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings, bear good fruit all over the
County. The Peterborough ' Society, now five years old, has already met with great success in
securing the preservation of beautiful old houses and cottages at the northern end of the Shire.

The British Records Association, founded , in 1932, is this year celebrating
its Silver Jubilee. It will probably be agreed by all that its most useful achievement so far has
been the work of the Records Preservation Section, with which the name of ,Ethel Stokes will
always be especially associated, though in fact the Association itself owes its existence mainly to
her inspiration. During the last twenty-five years the Section, with the public-spirited co-operation
of owners and their solicitors, has found and distributed from London to local repositories all over
the country, hundreds of thousands of documents dating from the early Middle Ages to the 19th
centbry, to the great enrichment of English history. No official bC?dy could possibly have accomplished such a task. Long may the Association flourish as a voluntary and independent institution,
for the safeguarding of the sources of our national history; as a channel for informed criticism of
official action or inaction with regard to local records; and, above all, as the jealous watch-dog
of the interests of the historian.
~

The motto on our cover, taken from the sermon of a 17th century Puritan
divine, is chosen in allusion to the lease of Delapre Abbey by the Mayor, Aldermen and Burgesses
of the Borough o·f Northampton "for the term of ninety-nine years, yielding and paying therefor
the yearly rent of one pepper-corn on the first of January in every year." A note on
pepper-corn rents will be found on page 174.

In conclusion, we send our very sincere thanks to our: contributors, advertisers, and
to all others who have helped in the preparation and distribution of this Journal, which takes the
news of Northamptonshire into so many corners of the world. The membership of our Society
now exceeds 660. We are proud of the fact, that, in spite of the continual rise in costs of printing
and postage; the subscription is the same as when the Society was founded 37 years ago, that is
to say, one guinea, alias three dollars. But this means, of course, that, like other learned societies,
we are faced with a difficulty. We would so much rather solve it by enlisting more members than
in any other way, and we therefore cordially invite all those who Ca) value the work we are trying
to do; Cb) appreciate our volumes; Cc) enjoy reading Northamptonshire Past and Presentj Cd) can
afford to do so,-to join the Society and help on the good work. Forms of membership Cone for
individuals and one for libraries and other institutions) are enclosed herewith, and we shall be
grateful to our readers if they will kindly shew 'our Journal to anybody they may happen to know
who is likely to be interested.
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THE EARLY DAYS OF
THE NORTHAMPTONSHIRE MUSICAL COMPETITIONS
l.

WE in the south, the midlands, and the west, are told that the north is more musical than the
. rest of England, and it is also said that in Victorian and Edwardian times people did not join
together and enjoy using their talents for the common weal. It is possible that these humble
memories, discursive though they be, may qualify the above statements, as they describe a piece
of life in Northamptonshire in the first part of this century.
A musical festival in which any choir in any village in the area could take part, compete,
and join in the combined singing at the concert, was a rarity till the year 1884, when, by a
marvellous' turn of fate, Miss Mary Wakefield
started the famous ,Musical Competition and Festival
at Kendal in Westmorland, which still takes place
biennially and now lasts a fortnight. When her
father forbade her engagement to the man she cared
for she gave her heart to music, and though the god
of love must have sorrowed, the muse of music
surely rejoiced, for Mary Wakefield was probably
the one person whose musical enthusiasm and driving
power could light the bright torch of amateur music
in rural England at ,that time. Though in the first
year only three loc;al choirs competed in the covered
tennis court at her home at Sedgewick in 1887, the
combined choirs at the concert numbered 140 singers,
and her wish "to bring the greatest music within the
reach of the greatest number" was on the way to
being fulfilled. 1
Northamptonshire was one of several counties
to follow Westmorland in the late '90's, and "The
Competition" as it was commonly called, (Festival
was somehow a foreign word, and took time to
MRs. ROBERT SPENCER
become usual), was launched by Mrs. Robert
Spencer2 from Dallington, after Miss Wakefield had given much advice, in the autumn of 1898.
The prospectus is very much of the date,-sumptuous according to our present ideas, for it is
printed throughout in big letters·on thick paper, and the front sheet has a red heading, followed
by the list of villages eligible to compete, while the classes, three for children, five for adults,
are given inside.
1 See Mary Wakefield, a Memoir, by Rosa Newmarch (1912). She was born in 1853 and died in 1910.
2 Mrs. Spencer (1868-1906) was Margaret, 2nd
daughter of Edward Baring, 1st Lord Revelstoke.
Her marriage to the Hon. C . R. Spencer, (for many

years Liberal M.P. for Mid-Northants and later
Viscount Althorp and 6th Earl Spencer, K.G.) took
place in 1887. Mr. and Mrs. Spencer lived at Dallington House, later the Margaret Spencer Home of Rest
and now the Margaret Spencer Hospital.
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At the first Competition-in April, 1899-the response was most encouraging, schools
from a widespread area competing, including Long Buckby, Dingley, Hardingstone, Rockingham,
East Haddon, Braybrooke and Cottingham, some of these villages being 12, 15, 20 miles or
more from Northampton. Long Buckby carried off two first prizes, and later in the day
this village carried off another first in the competition for adult choirs, competing against
Dallington (2nd), Wootton (3rd), East Haddon, Ravensthorpe, Clipston, Rockingham, Piddington,
Harlestone, and Guilsborough. Miss Wakefield was the judge, and was kind enough to sing
"Bobby Shafto" to the children at the end of their morning, to their enormous delight and
surprise: they had never heard a familiar song so beautifully sung.
Nearly 300 singers were in . the combined choruses at the concert, which, as in .every
well-regulated performance of the kind, were from Handel's ·Messiah. A professor from the
Royal College of Music, Mr. S. P. Waddington, conducted, having previously taken a practice
with every choir. His annual visits became an institution, because he was so understanding and
helpful, and his popularity was immense. Tall and rather gaunt, with a twinkling blue eye, he
used to go round the villages, generally at about eight miles an hour in a one-horse cab, putting
fresh life into the choirs year after year, and giving assistance beyond price to the conductors,
many of whom had not wielded a baton before 1898. For in those days it was well-nigh impossible
to get conductors from other villages or from the town, and in this way much hidden talent was
discovered and developed.
Altogether, a good start was made and various difficulties, some of which seem strange
in 1957, were avoided. The Northampton Mercury reported with glad surprise that church and
chap~l choirs had competed together in perfect amity. Subscriptions came in, some from musical
people, some from those who liked the honorary secretaries without appreciating the work they
were doing. One friend's account book contained the item: ' ~ £1 for Margaret's howlings."
Finance was a difficulty, not, however, a greater one than it still is (and always will be) in musical
affairs, but in 1899 choirs were given their copies of the songs; the children had their mid-day
meal free after competing, and the entrance fee was Id. for each child and 3d. for every adult
competitor. The hire of the Town Hall at Northampton for the Competition and of the Corn
Exchange3 for the concert, and the fees of the judges and artists were doubtless infinitely less
than they are now, but it is, perhaps, pointless to make comparisons: one can only admire and
enjoy in retrospect, as choirs and audiences did when such joys were new.
The honorary secretaries, of whom there were three, had a g~eat work to do. They were
Mrs. Robert Spencer of Dallington; Miss Georgina Gunning of Little Horton; and Miss
N oi'ah Dawnay4 from Ding1ey. Miss Gunning, besides being a lover of music, was daughter of
Sir George Gunning, a prominent member of the Conservative party. This was thought to be
an excellent thing, Mrs. Spencer being the wife of the Liberal Member for mid-Northamptonshire,
as it showed_that politics were not mixed up with music. Miss Dawnay, the other hon. secretary,
was a singer, an enthusiastic organiser and musician. The Dingley choir, from a village with
a population of not more than 120, was a good one and well disciplined by Miss Dawnay, with
her mother, sister, and any others of her family who could be useful, all included as a matter
of course. Such was its conductor's zeal, that-so ran the story-her father wanting a gardener
for their particularly lovely garden at DingIey, while the bass part in the choir needed reThe Exchange Cinema is now on the site.
:
Miss Norah Dawnay was 2nd daughter of the
8th Viscount Downe of Wykeham, Yorkshire, and
3

4

Dingley, Northants. She afterwards became a professional singer and teacher of singing. She died
in 1947.
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inforcement, she insisted on wording the advertisement thus: "Bass singer required, knowledge
of gardening preferred." ·Her voice was enchanting, whether she were singing a Brahms song,
announcing the names of competing choirs, or sayirlg to tired scribes: "If only we lived near Bath,"
and so making ~flsier the long-drawn-out work of addressing envelopes to the many people
whose post-town was Market Harborough.
We cannot know whether it was more difficult to organise in those slower-moving times.
The hon. secretaries were of course without telephones or motor transport, and in the early
d~ys there was no committee. They were young and light-hearted, and though they made some
rules, these were never allowed to spoil the fun. While acting as platform steward, Mrs. Spencer's
tall brother5 left his point of duty, and, bent double to avoid detection, put in a useful bass with
the Dallington choir, while the Reverend Charles Couchman from Sibbertoft,6 a wonderful
figure with his white hair and ruddy complexion, conducted standing among his tenors, singing
loudly to keep them safely in their part. The press, always kind, wrote of "native woodnotes
wild," perhaps without realising how wild. There was an amusing misprint when the Dallington
choir was said to number 500, which would have meant in those days that every inhabitant was
singing and that a third of them had each brought a friend. But the great point was that the music
went on, humbly, and that new entries appeared every year, some villages with already a fine
musical tradition such as Earls Barton, Collingtree, and Kislingbury, sending particularly good
choirs. Agricultural workers had a day's holiday for the Competition, on full pay, at least where
good employers were, and Mary Wakefield's dictum that "musical enthusiasm was very infectious" proved to be true. So great, indeed, on one occasion was the enthusiasm of Long Buckby,
that, when their transport arrangements seemed likely to break down (local trains did not always
fit in conveniently), the choir declared that sooner than miss the Competition, they would tramp
the twelve miles into Northampton.
By 1901 the Competition was launching out. The Lord Lieutenant,7 wearing Garter riband
and star, gave away the prizes· ·at, the concert, when the "Gypsy Chorus" by Schumann, a
"different" work, was sung by the combined choirs, and much liked, and Plunket Greene, the
famous baritone, with his charm, his Irish .brogue, and his enormous musical gifts, came for
the first time. He came again in 1903, and sang as an encore, "The little red fox is a family man,"
no doubt kindly chosen on purpose, but it was perhaps rather a pity to remind people out for a
happy evening of their earth-stopping worries. There is in existence a charming letter from him
with plans for his visit. An egg at 5.0 p.m., he asked for, and nothing else. "But after the concert
there'll be no houlding me." He was to leave Euston by the 3.15 train and be met at Castle
Station, Northampton by the "Cab," the Spencer vehicle, with "Skylark," a very old horse
who had drawn Lady Sarah Spencer's8 brougham for an untold number of years. A letter relates:
"Skylark was a great feature and the Cab looked quite smart with him."
The prize-givings, which took place during the interval at the concert, were full of variety
and interest. Evening gowns and tiaras were worn by the kind ladies who came to assist. One
year Lord Exeter brought his bride to perform the duty, and all were dazzled by her beauty
and her grace. Princess Victoria of Schleswig-Holstein came twice, and "met a distinguished
party of guests at the Grand Hotel at luncheon." The press also chronicles the appearance of
6 The Ho~. Hugo Baring, 5th son of Lord Reve1stoke. (1876-1950).
a The Rev. Charles Edward Couchman was curate
. of Long Buckby, 1885-88; Vicar of Sibbertoft,
1889-1909 ; rector of Thomby 1910-20 ; and rector

of Cold Ashby from 1920 until his resignation.
7 John .Poyntz, 5th Earl Spencer, K.G., (18351910), popularly knoWIi, owing to the colour of his
beard, as "the Red Earl."
8, . She was sister of the Red Earl, and died in 1919.
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the present Lord Lieutenant9 to whom was handed the prize won by the Dallington choir. "A
piquant incident," it was called in the local paper, possibly on account of the schoolboy clothes
which had replaced the sailor suit of the previous year!
Of the judges who came, Dr. McNaught, the well-known musician, stood high for popularity,
and was a real friend and stand-by. He conducted the Dallington choir in 1903, when, having
won a first prize, it had to sing at the concert, and Mrs. Spencer could not manage that. She

THE DALLINGTON CHOIR

Taken in the Vicarage garden in 1900 by John Beasley
(Back row) A. Farmer, Jim Trasler, W. Trasler, A. Nobles, R. Goldby, J. Trasler, H. Coles, J. Houghton,
G. Fox, L. Thompson.
.
(Second row) E. Farmer, H. de Jaffa, M. Beasley, Mrs. Spencer, E. Faulkner, Mrs. Houghton, E. Fox.
(Front row) L. Beasley, E. Davis, B. Trasler, F. Farmer, M. Bonham, M. Dickens.

wrote: "I managed all right at the competition after two sleepless nights. I wore my new black
gown, with flows of accordion-pleated chiffon". Looking back after nearly sixty years, it is interesting, and rather disappointing, to realise that Dr. McNaught's strong support of the tonicsolfa system and his ideas about the importance of sight-reading' have been ignored, and there
appear to be as many non-readers of music now as there were in 1899. Admittedly, choirs without
many readers sing just as well (better, some of the great conductors say, because they are keen
enough to hammer away, week in, week out, and month after month, till they really know their
part absolutely), but all the same, sight reading is a useful accomplishment, and no doubt there
will come a more enlightened time when it will be taught as a matter of course. The compulsory
sight-reading test for choirs was started with hope in about 1905, but it was not a success. Each
choir was led into the torture chamber in the upper assembly room at the Town Hall to read a
short piece, and when the men of the Dallington choir kept their billy-coke hats on, it was
realised that a strong protest was being made. The innovation was too great, even for the more
modern choirs, one of which came from Cas~le Ashby. Lord Northampton, a good musician
9

The present Lord Spencer has been Lord Lieutenant of Northamptonshire since 1952.
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himself; warmly encouraged his household staff to join, and they were well represented ; a very
smart lady's maid and several singing footmen and others made a splendid impression, and did
great credit to Mr. Robinson, their conductor-orgdnist.
As entrie~..increased so did the paper-work, and it is thrilling to look back to the "dupligraph," a glorious, cumbersome machine, including a kind of burin; a roller; fragile, L:earable
paper; and an enormous tube of succulent black ink, which was used at Dallington, with a child
on each side, one to put in the paper, one to pull out the copies. In 1904 came the excitement of
;a lithographed letter, reproducing the honorary secretary's hand-writing, and begging for
support from all who "could possibly be interested, the more because, owing to the death of Lady
SpencerlO in October, 1903, it was naturally quite impossible to have the usual concert in the
May following. This is just a note on the customs of the time. Instead of the concert, Walford
Davles 'gave a day's instruction,-inspiring beyond words. It was said on all sides that the choir
singing in churches and chapels on the next day, which happened to be a Sunday, was, anyhow
for once, completely transformed, but those who heard Walford Davies's broadcasts years later
will well understand the impre§sion he made on conductors and singers.
When a class for bands was put in, the entries were few. The first year, Sibbertoft raised
rather a small string orchestra. The year after, the united band from Dallington, HarpoJe, Harlestone, Kislingbury, and the Bringtons, competed. The practices, which were held by turns
in each village and went on all the winter, were the greatest fun, players arriving by brake from
Althorp, or in governess carts, or on bicycles (instruments permitting), for the weekly effort.
The twenty-five (or more) players were quite determined, and painstaking to a degree, so that
every.moment of practice was worth while. When the band got itself very slowly on to the platform to play the Scipio March, Dr. McNaught said he was reminded of the Queen's Hall
Orchestra (then the largest in existence), and gave it the second prize. There were no other
entries. The following year was more troublesome, for the test piece was a Gavotte by Martini,
much quicker and with many more notes to deal with, so that really the Scipio March was better
suited to this band. The instruments included the torrential euphonium, played by the postman;
Silas Cole's violin, played in the grand manner as befitted the inventor of the Spencer sweet
pea;l1 two flutes, very tremulously anxious; two 'cellos, one, the hone secretary's daughter, the
other, one of the last hand-makers of shoes from Harpole (Mr. Edwin Starmer), whose encouraging: "Now then, little Missie, up on to the shifts," was always a welcome help to his
young colleague; one viola from Harlestone, but, alas! never an oboe :-one was actually bought
in the hope that someone might learn it and fill in the aching void left by its absence, but nobody
ever managed to produce a note from it.
Rothwell was the first factory choir to enter when that class was tentatively started, and
soon after, Manfield's choir came in, electrifying everybody, even at its first appearance, and before
long becoming famous, both at home and overseas. 12 The excellence of its singing remains a
cherished nlemory, with the happy recollection of the staggering fact that it, a midland choir,
went to a Welsh Festival and swept the board. The help and encouragement given to music
through this choir by the Manfield family and Mr. Marshman, its conductor, will surely be
remembered always in Northampton.
10 Charlotte, 3rd daughter of . Frederick C. W.
Seymour, Esq. She was known as "Spencer's Fairy
Queen," when her husband was ViceRoy of Ireland.
11

Mr. Cole was head gardener at Althorp.

12 It is believed that factory choirs were first introduced at the Mid-Northants Musical Competitions.
Several other factories soon started choirs and this
special class became an important feature of the
CQmpetitions.
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The repercussions of this and other Competitions must have been many more than we
know. Young women and children who "caught the infection," in the early 1900's at Northampton, carried it to other places. Mrs. Bramwell, for example, started the Musical Festival at
Newbury, which has since been carried on without a break for 30 years; and Miss Edith Blunt
(now Mrs. Gardner) has been closely connected with the Bromley Festival in Kent since it was ·
started in 1931, and has been joint honorary secretary since 1933. Lady Lilford, in north
Northamptonshire, soon began, and it is good to know that the Oundle Competitions are still
held annually, and that the tradition of those pioneering days still exists, even where the Festivals
are successfully run by the County Councils' admirable music organisers.
After Margaret Spencer's death in 1906, the Mid-Northamptonshire Musical Competitions
were carried on by other enthusiasts for many years. The gratitude for her work and the feeling
of what she personally meant to those many singers and players who were her fellow musicians,
cannot be better described than by quoting a letter written to her husband by a friend from a
neighbouring village: "I am sure," he wrote, "that she is now conducting the heavenly choir."
She chose as the motto of the festival:

"Music, sister of Sunrise, and Herald of Life to be,"
and surely she would have liked Debussy's words too, which give another angle: "Music has
only one task, humbly, to give pleasure."
DELIA PEEL.

LITERARY ALLUSIONS AT THE COUNTY COUNCIL

A refreshing note was introduced into the solemn business of the Northamptonshire
County Council at their quarterly meeting on 21st February, 1957, by the literary allusions of
Mr. J. T. H. Pettit, Chairman of the Finance Committee, in introducing his remarks on the
estimates of their expenditure by the various Committees of the Council for the ensuing financial
year. He started by saying:
'I propose to give a few quotations for some Committees which may prevent that somnolent
feeling that comes over members when they are asked to listen to masses of figures. The first is
for the Children's Committee and runs:
"Behold the child, by nature's kindly law
Pleased with a rattle, tickled with a straw." ,

The opinions of many-probably the majority-of the rate-payers at the demand of the Education
Committee for an extra £210,744 from the rates could hardly have been better expressed than by
Pope's prophetic utterance:"Some are bewildered in the maze of schools,
And some made coxcombs nature meant for fools."

For the Health Committee, Mr. Pettit's quotation was:"Who shall decide when doctors disagree
And soundest casuists like you and me;"

for the County Planning Committee:"Expiate free o'er all this scene of man,
A mighty maze! but not without a plan;"

and for the Welfare Committee:"In faith and hope the world will disagree,
But all mankind's concern is charity."

When he came to the Finance Committee itseif, Pope's Essay on Man was found to be of no
assistance, but Mr. Pettit was not stumped. 'I am sorry', he said, 'that for this Committee I have
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to go to an unknown poet and I am afraid the lines are not very good. But then, you could not
~xpect them to be, because I wrote them myself. Here they are:"Your money or your life they used to say,
But now it's done by guile in light of day!'"

THE RENT OF A PEPPER-CORN

..
When the lease of Delapre Abbey by the Mayor, Aldermen and Burgesses of Northampton
comes into force on the completion of the repairs and adaptation of the building as a centre for
the study of Northamptonshire history, it will be "for the term of ninety-nine years yielding and
paying therefor the yearly rent of one pepper-corn on the first of January in every year". The
pepper-corn of course is the symbol of a purely nominal rent. But why a pepper-corn?
Rents in kind or partly in kind are of great antiquity. In private charters of the 13th and
14th centuries, a pair of gloves (often white gloves), or a pair of spurs (often gilt spurs), quite
frequently occurs as the rent, or part of the rent for a holding. For villein tenements, food was
a common form of payment, e.g. capons at Christmas, eggs at Easter, geese at Michaelmas.
Nominal rents took such forms as a clove, a pepper-corn, a red rose at midsummer. Modern
versions of these ancient symbolic rents are the flags which by two Acts of Parliament! the Dukes
of Marlborough and Wellington render to the Sovereign annually at Windsor for their estates,
the one on the anniversary of Blenheim, the other on Waterloo Day.
But time was when rents of pepper and other spices such as cummin or cloves, were a
valuable consideration. Spices were among the "special dainties" provided for the monks of
Peterborough on important festivals, and in 1522-3 of the total of £115.6.8 paid for their stipends
in that year, as much as £24 was for spices on the feast of 0 Sapientia. 2 In King Henry II's reign
the Abbot of St. Mary's, York, leased the building rights on a piece of land in the City of York
for the yearly rent by the tenant, payable on Christmas Eve, of three pounds of pepper and one
pound of incense. 3 A charter to be printed in a forthcoming volume of the Society (Carte
Nativorum) records the remission by Martin, Abbot of Peterborough to Roger de Neville and
his heirs, of half of the whole pound of pepper which he used to render annually for his lands
in the vill of Burg (Peterborough), of which he had since granted to the Abbot the messuage in
Peterborough between the land of Edmund the tailor and the house of William the cook. Another
instance at Peterborough is that of the sub-sacristan of the monastery, who, as recorded by the
almoner William Morton in 1461, owed three ounces of pepper as the rent apparently of 3! acres
of land attached to his office,4 but pepper rents, from a few ounces to a few pounds, were common
in England in the 12th century.
The earliest examples that I have been able to find in the reference books to rents of a
single pepper-corn are those .given by the New English Dictionary and the Encyclopaedia Britannica
from the reign of J ames I, by which time references to the practice had begun to appear in
literary works. The first: "Thou must pay a pepper-corne for thy rent" (which appears on the
front cover of this Journal) is from a sermon on 2 Timothy iv, 7, by Samuel Hieron, the Puritan
divine, which was published in 1607. The nominal nature of such a rent is well expressed by the
following quotation from Times Whistle, (1616): "Shalt have a new lease for a hundred years ...
and shalt yearly pay a peppercorne, a nutt, a branch of may, or some such trifle.'" But in Carte
Nativorum, as Mr. C. N. L. Brooke, one of the editors, tells me, there are two much earlier
examples of actual rents ofa single pepper-corn, of which one is a deed of circa 1300-15 by which
John Puttok of Walton releases to WaIter of Liddington and Maud his wife, It roods in Paston
fields for the rent of one pepper-corn (unum granum piperis) at Easter. So that the pepper-corn
has the authentic mark of antiquity upon it, which is surely most appropriate to a place with the
ancient historical associations of Delapre Abbey.
I am indebted to Dr. N. D. Hurnard, Miss M. C. Draper, and Mr. Maurice Bond, as well
as to Mr. Brooke, for assistance in the preparation of this note.
J.W.
1
2

Anne~

c.4; 55 Geo. Ill. c.186.
N.R.S. XVI, pp.xxiii, xxiv.

3

~,

Farrer-Early Yorkshire Charters; I, 215.
N.R.S. XVI pp.133, 147.
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WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY THE LATE W. B. SHOOSMITH

IN these columns last year I gave some memories of Northamptonshire newspapers and
politics, starting three-quarters of a century ago. At about the same time I began eager observation of local government: ' there is perhaps no one else now living who, so long since, attended
urban and rural council meetings in the county.
There were two contrary policies in local government during the 19th century and I saw
both in full operation. Under the first the practice was to have a separate public authority for
each of some important services: Boards of Guardians for the Poor Law, Highway Boards for
rural roads, School Boards for elementary education, and so on. Towards the end of the century
opinion turned against these ad hoc bodies and, one after another, they disappeared. 1
The public authorities I knew seventy years ago and over were a curious jumble. County
Quarter Sessions, biggest of them all, was in the main hereditary-a sort of House of Lords
-for the justices of the peace who' comprised it were landowners, and when the heir succeeded
to the estate he became a justice almost as a matter of course. Town Councils and School Boards
were elected by ballot. For Boards of Guardians, Highway Boards and some others there was
plural voting and no ballot; voting papers were left at the electors' houses and collected a day
or two later. For Guardians, who existed to save the very poor from starvation, those with the
highest rateable value could give as many as . twelve votes.
School Boards did not exist everywhere. They were established only in areas, large or
small, where there was a deficiency of school aGcommodation. In one respect the method of
their election was peculiar. Each elector had as many votes as there were members of the Board.
If there were eleven members, as in Northampton, and thirteen candidates he might give one
vote each to eleven of them, or all eleven to 'one, or distribute them as he chose. This was
called the cumulative vote. It was difficult to organise and party agents rejoiced when it
disappeared . .
The Boards of Guardians, set up under the Poor Law Act of 1834, represented groups of
adjacent parishes whJch might be all rural or all urban, and usually comprised some of both.
They were often given a bad name and it was a trying ordeal for any indigent person to appear
before even the most considerate of them. Here is a stray memory of the Towcester Board over
seventy years ago. A timid little woman was shown into the room and stood facing the chairman,
a good-natured farmer named Messenger. When he asked what she wanted she bobbed and said
in a low voice, "I've come to see the Boord, sir." He glanced round the room with a grin and
replied, "Well, look at it then !" There was a roar of laughter but what amused the members
frightened the poor 'creature who had come for their help. The old Duke of Grafton, who sat at
one end of the long table, saw nothing to laugh at. Applications for relief; by the way, were not
reported in the papers.
C,?unty Quarter .Sessions was the most independent public authority in the country, even
including Parliament. As its members were nominees of the Crown there were no elections,
1

Highway Boards were abolished in 1894, School Boards in 1902 and Boards of Guardians in 1929.
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and it was free from Government control until, after 1856, in respect to the police. Unquestionably
it was the most competent of local governing bodies. The average quality of its members may
" Borough Council but a few were incomnot have been much above that of the Northampton
parably superior land many were men of leisure.
Yet no one thinks today that Lord Spencer ("The Red Earl," then Lord Lieutenant) was
premature when towards the mid-1880's, he took the initiative in bringing into Quarter
. Sessions a few men outside the landed class. The first, I think, were N. P. Sharman of Wellingborough and J. T. Stockburn of Kettering. Though they were both men of standing in the
public life of the county their appointment was for a time bitterly resented in some quarters. I
was there when they first appeared at an administrative meeting of Sessions and remember how
isolated they seemed to be, until Robert Spencer,2 whose political friends they were, left his
place and sat by them. Hostility to them soon vanished and in a few years the doors were thrown
wide open. Under an Act of Parliament passed in 1888 the administrative functions of the justices
were transferred to the new County Council which has never had any class barriers. The new
Act, however, did not touch their most ancient functions. They were still "of the peace." Petty
Sessions and Quarter Sessions went on as before and landowners nearly monopolised the bench
for a time longer. Democratic politicians, of course, denounced this, and there was caustic irony
in the couplet that was familiar in every village:
"God bless the squire and his relations,
And keep us in our proper stations."

But there was, I think, no general and substantial grievance against the justices except in
relation to the game laws. Ordinary decent folk, who had no sympathy with the poacher, felt
that the dice were loaded against him when game cases at petty sessions were tried by game
preservers. That, of course, has long ceased to be true: a generation has passed since the Bench
became as free from class barriers as the County Council.
Even before these changes began, the official duties of County justices, administrative as
well as magisterial, were not the most important of the functions that were squarely fixed on
their shoulders. How the whole framework of life and industry in rural England was under their
governance I briefly outlined long ago in a few sentences:
"The squire owned most-it might be all-of the real estate in the parish. Land could not
be tilled, houses could not be lived in, without his leave. If his parishioners broke the law, he
and other squires were their judges. Only with their licence could the village inn be kept open
or the pedlar ply from door to door. Quarter Sessions being the police authority, the local
policeman was his chosen instrument. As the patron of the living he nominated the parson ;
and his consent 'hlight b~ necessary in the appointment of the schoolmaster. Socially he was
the overlord."
Such was the authority of the county justices, not in the plenitude of their strength, but
in what remained to them when they had already been stripped of much of their old powers. No
wonder that landowners, with squires as their main body, were for centuries the master-class
in English politics and government.
\.
2 The Hon. Charles Robert Spencer would have
borne the courtesy title of Viscount Althorp if he had
been the son of the Fifth Earl Spencer; they were
half-brothers and after he had been in the House of
Commons for twenty years they were in the House
of Lords together for five years. His title was Viscount
Althorp but it was a new peerage conferred upon

n
I

him when he became Lord Chamberlain. Two
Vis counties of Althorp are now attached to the
earldom: the first, created in 1765, is of Great
Britain, the other (1905) . of the United Kingdom.
Robert became the sixth Earl Spencer in 1910 and
then also . succeeded his half-brother as Lord
Lieutenant.
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We do not think of them as intellectuals, though leaders of culture ~ppeared among them
now and then. There was one of these in Northamptonshire at the time of which I am writing:
Sir Henry Dryden of Canons Ashby, one of whose ancestors was elder brother of John DrydenJ
the greatest writer the county has produced. Tudors were the reigning dynasty when the family
came here from Cumberland and they have been at Canons Ashby for four centuries. A
baronetcy was conferred on one of them over three hundred years ago, and when it became
extinct, there was another creation, and the Henry Dryden I knew was the fourth holder of the
title in this second line. He was already a veteran and, when he died in 1899, had taken a worthy
part in public life for nearly sixty years. As long ago as 1844 he was High Sheriff when Queen
Victoria made a remarkable progress through the County. She was visiting the Marquess of
Exeter, and the most convenient station on the new
railway was Weedon, whence the Royal party travelled
about forty-five miles by road through Northampton to
Burghley House. _Sir Henry rode the whole distance
behind the Queen's carriage.
From then on Sir Henry was tireless in a wide variety
of"public work: in and around charming Canons Ashby,
on the local Bench and at Quarter Sessions, upholding
Toryism in his part of the county,3 and in diligent
research which made him one of the most accomplished
antiquaries in the' Midlands. His lectures, lively and
gay ~s well as informing, were heard with the greater
delight because he liked to shock people: by him,
indeed, they rather liked to be shocked. I remember
an archaeological meeting one Saturday afternoon in
what is now the Gold Street Conservative Club and
was then occupied by the Religious and Useful Knowledge . Society (called by scoffers "The Religious and
Useless"). Another meeting in the same room had
ended shortly before and a few clergymen . who had
attended it were talking father noisily at the back. '
SIR HENRY DRYDEN
After milder and ineffective expressions of his annoyance
o
Sir Henry exclaimed: "Will you damn parsons keep quiet!" They did.
Another memory shows him in his own country. I was it passenger on the railway that then
ran (with some occasional aberrations) from Blisworth to Stratford-on-Avon. On this occasion
there was a protracted halt at Moreton Pinkney. I looked out of the window and found the old
station-master leaning over the gate at the level crossing. To my inquiry why we were so long
delayed he replied, "Whoy, Sir 'enry ain't come yit !" Then, turning his back .o n me, he resumed
his watch of the road from Canons Ashby. His patience was soon rewarded by the arrival of
"Sir 'enry", sitting bolt upright and driving himself in one of the highest gigs I ever saw. Next
only to the poet he was the most famous of all the Drydens ; and there hks been no one like him
in this century.
3 The Drydens were not always on the Right in
politics. One of Sir Henry's ancestors was iin-

prisoned for refusing a loan to Charles 1. Two
Dryden baronets were stout supporters of Cromwell.
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The old order did not die in 1889 but rather was merged with the new. The best of the
justices were then el~cted members of the County Council, and some of them remained members to the end of their lives. Lord Spencer was tlie first chairman, and when, three years later,
he again became ~ Cabinet Minister, he was succeeded by S. G. Stopford Sackville, himself of
Cabinet calibre. As he was, at the same time, chairman of Quarter Sessions he was fully typical
of the old regime. It was fortunate also that H. P. Markham, who for long had been the chief
County official, became the first clerk of the new Council.
H. P. Markham was one of a family of solicitors which for generations had been influential
in town and country. While still a young man he was Under-Sheriff and then, for nearly all the
rest of his working life, Clerk of the Peace, an office which made him legal adviser of Quarter
Session~ alike in its administrative work and as a court of law. It seems very remarkable now that
an official of such importance, acting for the whole County (except the Soke) was a part-timer.
Not only did he continue in private practice and bec~me head of his family firm, but he was
an active Tory politician in the Borough of Northampton, a member of the Town Council for
many years, and once Mayor. He had fortunately withdrawn from that field when the election of the first
County Council gave opportunity for the most notable
exercise of his public spirit. Though over seventy, he
was persuaded to accept the clerkship, and well earned
much of the credit for the smooth transfer of power
from the old authority to the new. There was no more
likeable man in the public service.
Of the new men in the Council, J. Rennie Wilkinson
became, perhaps, the most influential. He was a very
exceptional person. The son of a prosperous Yorkshire
manufacturer, he came south when a young man and
bought a small landed estate at Addington near Thrapston. Apart from the demands of a bank directorship,
he was soon giving the whole of his time to public
affairs. He was a devout Christian, a practical philanthropist, in character blameless, and in manners gentle.
MR. H. P. MARKHAM
With aofirst-class brain he soon mastered the chief
CLERK OF THE PEACE
problems with which the Council had to deal. His
ability and fair~dedness so impressed his colleagues that, after three years, he succeeded
Stopford Sackville as vice-chairman, a remarkable compliment for a newcomer to the County.
The ablest of the young men in the first COUncil, Ryland Adkins, remained a member until
his death in 1925 and was chairman in his last five years. He was highly gifted, versatile and
ambitious. His mind moved swiftly and he both wrote and spoke with ease: a handicap on the
platform, though not in writing where he must be concise. I mentioned a year ago his charming
studies of forty Northamptonshire men in "Our County," published in 1893. He was aware of
his flair for such appraisals, and in after years wrote perhaps as many more that are now ,buried
in the files of the Mercury.
i\
Though a poor lawyer, he was a brilliant advocate, but did not allow his practice at the Bar
to interfere overmuch with his political and other interests. For sixteen years he was the Liberal
member for a Lancashire division in the House of" Commons. In Northamptonshire constitu-
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encies he was an omnipresent wirepuller who Gould not be happy if a Pa~liamentary candidate
was adopted or magistrates nominated without his guidance. 4
Though the town Liberals disliked his managing ways, he could not stand aloof even there
when candidates were wanted; and it was on one of those occasions in the summer of 1909
that I witnessed what was surely his most audacious exploit in getting his own way. He was
backing a London barrister Ca close friend of Asquith) and arranged a small dinner party at the
Grand Hotel to follow a meeting in a village near by. The meeting was so prolonged that he and
his friend did not arrive at the hotel until just before closing time. Dinner, he was told, could
not be served then.
"Nonsense!" Adkins exclaimed. Three borough magistrates and a solicitor were among
his guests and he straightway applied for an extension of hours until twelve o'clock. There was,
I think, no oral decision. But we had our dinner and at midnight two teetotal justices were
peering up and down Gold Street to make sure that no one saw their exit. I have always thought
that two K.C.'s, a solicitor, three justices and an editor might have been convicted for being
unlawfully on licensed premises that night.
In Parliament Adkins rather disappointed his. friends. His speeches were admired and
talked about; he was knighted and made Recorder of Birmingham Cone of the best of the
Recorderships), but Government office, the reward M.P.'s most covet, never came to him. He
made some enemies but, though I gave him much political provocation, my own friendship with
him was never weakened.
While Northampton towp-, in relation to the county, was no less important seventy-five
years ago, it was in all material respects much smaller than it is now. The population did not
exceed 50,000; the area of the borough was so restricted that a good pedestrian could walk from
centre to circumference in ten minutes. On the Harborough Road it ended in Kingsthorpe
Hollow. To the West and South the river was the boundary. There was no residential area on
the Billing Road beyond St. Andrew's Asylum. From the middle of West Street, off Wellingborough Road, a pleasant path across fields led to the isolated and privately owned Abington
Park. Off the Kettering Road houses extended only here and there as far as the Racecourse,
though beyond it the Kingsley Park suburb was already built.
"It'is the ideal size for a town," a friend used to tell me. "Churches and chapels, Town
Hall, places of entertainment, the chief shops and the great Market Square are all within easy
reach of the whole population." And, of course, people must live near to their work. Against
those advantages must be set the ugly fact that the existing area meant overcrowding and slums.
The bicycle was beginning to give some relief, but a quarter-of-a-century passed before the
motor car and motor 'buses on main roads made it possible for the town to stretch outwards.
Of the half-dozen public authorities 'whose meetings I attended in Northampton not one
then had full-time chief officials. Even the Town Clerk, William Shoosmith, was a part-timer;
it was to his' firm's office at the bottom of Newland that I went once a month to see the minutes
of Corporation committees. The School Board's clerk, member of an old Northampton family,
4 In the larger boroughs appointment as a justice
was the most acceptable reward for party political
services. The grab for it, especially after elections,
was sometimes scandalous, and Lord Chancellor ·
Lorebum put an end to this in 1914 by setting up
Advisory Committees in Counties and County

Boroughs. These Committees consisted of party
representatives whose confidential recommendations
shared the spoils on an agreed basis. The Lord
Lieutenants, or in Boroughs the Recorders, finally
decided on the lists to be submitted to the Lord
Chancellor for appointment.
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was J. B. Hensman: his office was in St. Giles's Street and he was also clerk to the Borough
magistrates. William 'Tomalin, the Clerk to the Board of Guardians, which did its business at
the Workhous'e, appeared on Saturdays as clerk to me County Petty Sessions for the Northampton
division. The oV~lrseers' office was in Newland. In the St. James's district, then outside the
municipal Borough, there was a Local Board which met at the office of its clerk, Mr. Walker,
on the Market Square. Far Cotton, also extra-municipal, had a School Board which very properly
met at its one and only school.
.
And there was the parish vestry, oldest of all local public authorities and regarded ·by many
as though it still exercised functions in local government. For centuries, of course, it did. Through
its officers, churchwardens and overseers, it long administered the Poor Law, and within the
memory of middle-aged people, it could levy a rate on the parish in aid of church expenses. In
the first half of last century this caused violent controversy. By common law, all householders
in the patish could attend and take part in vestry meetings and, while the church rate was still
a lawful imposition, the right was freely exercised by members of all denominations. That was
now a thing of the past: the church rate was abolished by Parliament in 1868. But the ugly
spirit survived here and there and I remember in Northampton some crewded and disputatious
Easter vestry meetings that had little relation to the Church's welfare. s
Town Council election records establish one very interesting fact. While its functions now
affect the lives of the people vastly more, the electors' interest has diminished. The much smaller
electorate of seventy years ago had a higher standard of responsibility : the percentage voting
was often nearly twice as large as it has sometimes been of late. it may be, perhaps, that householders who were the voters then' still poll largely and that most of the absentees are among the
vast number enfranchised since. The Borough then consisted of only three wards : the South
always a Conservative stronghold ; the West where the Liberals were easily dominant ; and
the East in which both sides had a sporting chance. It was . the East, therefore, that gave a
majority to one party or the other .. Though the borough nearly always sent Liberals to Parliament-two then-, there were considerable periods in which Conservatives controlled the Council.
Petty bribery still lingered in the slum qllarters of the West and the South. It was said of a
young member of a well known Liberal family that, before beginning polling day operations
in the West ward, he went to his bank for twenty pounds worth of half-crowns and gave warning
that he might need more in the afternoon. There was most bribery in Parliamentary contestsI am not thinking here of Northampton-and, after nearly all general elections, the Courts had
to consider petitions for unseating some elected members. It was the widening of the suffrage
that ended this form of corruption : the number of voters became too large for election results
to be influenced by it.
The relatively large polls then may have been stimulated by election rowdyism. This. was
worst in the West Ward: young hobbledehoys often howled down Conservative speakers and
not infrequently broke up the meetings. The motive sometimes, perhaps, was less partisan than
sheer love of mischief. On one remarkable occasion-not in a poll of the electors but at a Town
Council meeting-it was rollicking fun .with no trace of malevolence. Back in the Middle Ages
when there was a wide mUnicipal franchise the Mayor was elected in the nave of St. Giles's
I

5 The Open Vestry which existed in all ancient
parishes was the most democratic English organisation concerned in any way with government.
It was based ,on the assumption that all people
belonged to the Church, and all inhabitant house-

holders were of right members of the vestry. Select
Vestries with restricted membership have, under
statutory authority, been established in very many
new parishes, beginning early in the last century.
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Church or sometimes, legend says, in the open air. The nearest approach to that in our time
was election in the large assembly room of the Town Hall. I was present at what was the last or
nearly the last occasion on which it took place there (in the mid-'80's) and it merits a short
description.
The time for the election was fixed by statute: it was at noon on the Ninth of November.
Half-an-hour earlier the hall was close-packed with men, all standing for every seat had been
removed. They were mostly shoe workers, wearing the badge of their tribe on special occasions
-a clean apron so folded and tucked in as to show a narrow white band below the bottom of
the waistcoat. Rarely have I seen so effervescent a
crowd. They laughed, sang and shouted friendly insults
to aldermen and councillors as these came on the platform where the election was conducted. Between whiles
they ragged one another. As the climax of these preliminary proceedings a small ring was formed in the
middle of the hall anq a fight staged which brought a
furious charge of young bloods from the corridor to
rescue a supposed friend.
The election was in dumb show: reporters moved
about on the platform so as to hear the speeches. At
one time I was sitting by the side of Dr. Buszard who
spoke with great energy but was heard only by a few
who were near to him. When he rose a well known
tune was struck up and "continued all the time he was
on his feet. "The words were familiar and thought to
be appropriate :-"To be well shaken Before taken."
Repair of the ha,ll soon after prevented repetition of
that hilarious entertainment; and it was never renewed.
Dr. Buszard was, perhaps, the most eminent figure
among the men of note in Northampton at that time,
"THE COUNTY PHYSICIAN"
one of a long succession of physicians who practised
in the town with patients over half the county. They
were in a tradition which began when London was a day's journey on horseback, and it might take
more than half a week to bring a specialist down. Through many generations men of Buszard's
stamp represented the medical profession at its best in Northampton. He was a tall man of fine
physique, highly charged with energy, the surplus age of which carried him into politics. While
his brother was Liberal candidate for Stamford, the doctor was an aggressive Tory. His manners
varied with his changing roles-in the sickroom gentle with a perfect bedside approach, on the
platform always a fighter who never spared his opponents. He was, liked everywhere and his
combative Toryism never diminished the number of his Liberal patients.
Among lawyers in the town there were three notable Shoosmiths. The elder, William, had
become Town Clerk at a time when only a favourable majority in the Council gave him security.
While local politics became no less bitter in that generation, the growing importance of the
office-and general satisfaction with Shoosmith-gradually brought agreement that it should
be above party. His two sons, Thurston and W. B., also became solicitors and his partners. Both
of them might have achieved high reputation as artists. Thurston's water.:.colours won con-
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siderable vogue, and still have admirers. W. B.'s pen-and-ink portraiture could have given him
first-class standing in that highly specialised field. But they were singularly unpushful and the
law held them.
A friend who read my newspaper recollections last year has asked me how, over seventy
years since, Northampton reporters covered long distances in the collection of neWs. Without
either telephones or motor vehicles there were difficulties of communication as well as of travel.
One of my very earliest Mercury memories is of a great storm in January 1881 when two of our
reporters were snowbound, one at Rothwell and the other at Brixworth. When, next morning,
the sub-editor was clamouring for their copy no one knew where they were; one of them should
have been at the Assizes that day. Cycling was as yet no relief and a year or two passed before
my fellow apprentice, Charles W. Atkins, became the first local reporter to ride a bicycle. (Long
after, he was for many years chief of the Central News Parliamentary staff).
.
Reporters' expenses were, in the aggregate,a heavy charge, and the Mercury treated us as
well as could be expected. Within a small radius of the town we walked with an allowance of
sixpence a mile for shoe leather! We used the railway, of course, if it would take-us to our
destination, but there were no late trains on the branch lines and these,. therefore, could not
bring us home at night. The alternative, within a radius of about fifteen miles, was the dog-cart
-an open tWo-wheel vehicle which we hired from livery stables. Horse and trap cost a minimum
of about seven shillings rising to ten or eleven shillings for the longer journeys. When the
Mercury and Herald were both attending the same fixture they shared the conveyance and so
halved the cost for each. Our most frequent out-of-town night engagements were at WellingboroJ.lgh and Kettering, and it is rather odd that, though both are within the prescribed limit
for the dog-cart, we never drove to either but always stayed the rught at an hotel.
Beyond the fifteen miles it was sometimes a case of taking pot-luck. One night at Clips ton
I missed a conveyance that was going late to Market Harborough and was given a bed in a
farmer's very pleasant house. In London forty years later I lunched at the Reform Club with
Waiter Haddon, one of a well-known Clipston family. We reminisced and I told him how well
his village treated me. "I was that farmer !" he said. At about the same time I was in Kingscliffe,
at the eastern end of the old Rockingham Forest, and found a charming inn, though it did not
look like one. There I was given a simple but delightful supper, a cosy, spotless bedroom and a
substantial breakfast. In reply to my inquiry the old landlady timidly hoped that half-a-crown
might not be too much! That was exceptional of course. A good country hotel usually charged
5/6 for bed and breakfast; luncheon ("the ordinary") was 2/6; tea ninepence or, at the outside, a shilling.
As typical of remoter night engagements I give two of my own in the general election of
1885 (I was then not quite twenty). The first was to the opening of the Conservative campaign
on the first floor of the Market Hall in the middle of the High Street at Brackley. I left Castle
Station by train early in the afternoon, changed at Bletchley and then through Winslow and
Buckingham on to Brackley, where I stayed the night at the Crown Hotel; and, returning by
the earliest train in the morning, arrived at the Mercury office with a pile of copy at about eleven
-very late for an evening paper. Several weeks later I went to the close of the Conservative
campaign in the North division, with the chief meeting on the first floor of the Market Hall in
the middle of Oundle's main street. The tedious r~lway journey there began at Bridge Street
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Station, I stayed the night at the Falcon. Hotel and next morning was again a late arrival at the
office. At both places I luckily escaped personal trouble; but that is another story.
W. W. HADLEY.

OLD RAMAN, THE NORTHAMPTON LAMP-LIGHTER

(Reproduced by courtesy of Northampton Public Libraries Committee).

"His ability and agility will make a m'an laugh,
As he lights 18 lamps in an hour and a half,"
is the verse on the print (indistinguishable in the reproduction). This works out at five
minutes per lamp, not. too slow on a windy night, with a ladder to carry from lamp post
to lamp post, the lamps to be filled with oil, and before the days of matches.
Mr. V. A. Hatley informs me that he has been unable to identzfy Old Haman, and
adds that if the pencilled date on the print (1773) is correct, it would be interesting to
know who employed him, for the first public lighting system did not come into existence
until 1778. By 1790 there were 320 lamps in the borough, which were kept burning for
six hours each evening from the latter end of September to the end of April, except for a
few nights before and after the full moon. The lamp-lighting was done by contract, as we
know from an advertisement in the "Northampton Mercury" of 24th July, 1790.
The drawing is attributed to '']. Read," whom Mr. Hatley has been unable to trace.
The engraver (T. Roberts on the print) he has, however, identified with Timothy Roberts,
who was working in College Street, Northampton, as an engraver in 1790 and 1796.
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AMERICA! For -so many years I had wanted to go there. But what had America meant
to me since first it filtered into my consciousness? In the 1890's I heard of it as the country of
-beautiful women, as rich and as witty as they were beautiful, who came over as the brides of our
aristocracy to add something fresh and rather exciting to English life; then as the land of the
millionaires who arrived with their families to hire country houses for the hunting season from
our impoverished landowners, as, indeed, in 1892 one of them hired my own home. In my schoolroom days there was George III and George Washington, the Boston tea-party an:d all that (from
the Liberal view-point, be it noted); then in the years before 1914 the visits of a charming cousin
from Virginia. Between the two wars, while working in London, I had the privilege of meeting many
distinguished American scholars, among them Hope 'Emily Allen, Professor Andrews, Bertha
Putnam, Nelly Neilson; Professor Gay, Mildred Campbell, Professor K. G. T. Webster and
many others. They would arrive in a flock like the swallows at the beginning of the long vacation,
and like the swallows suddenly disappear from their suinmer haunts at the British Museum and
Public Record Office towards the end of September, but during their stay life was enriched and
lasting friendships were formed. Then came the chasm of separation caused by the second world
war, during _which wonderful parcels streamed across the Atlantic in an easterly direction. Year
after year went by ... and it will be understood that I had long wanted to go to America. At last!
In 1957 the chance arrived.
Yet I climbed into my aeroplane at London airport on April 6th in some trepidation. I
had undertaken to lecture and did not know what my audiences would be like. Would they be
interested in the English point of view? Would they see my jokes? ("English and American
humour are so different"). I had been frightened-( a) by my English friends-"You must go to
admire" ;-(b) by my American friends, who had warned me to speak slowly on account of my
English accent. And then my clothes: should I go as the typical dowdy Englishwoman which
would have been easy, or try to dress up to our smart American cousins? Finally, I had had from
- the other side a serious warning of the rough reception I would get at New York from the airport
officials ... But by this time the engines had revved up and we were taxi-ing round the airfield,
and it was too late to do anything more than pray, in the words of the drunken private of the
Buffs, "that not through me, Should England come to shame".
On arrival 17 hours later at New York airport, I sleepily put my watch five hours backwards to 7.0 a.m., and a coal-black porter seized my luggage. How strange 'it was ! In a foreign
country 3,000 miles from home and everybody speaking English! The officials were kindness
itself; in two minutes I was through the customs and in a short time in another plane (from which
I caught a distant view of New York) on my way to Oneida in New .York State about 100 miles
from the Canadian border. Here I stayed with my friend, Miss Hope AlIen (the well-known
authority on English medieval mystics), in the Mansion House at Kenwood, which a century
ago was the home of the Oneida religious community, and is now the very comfortable residence
of their descendants in Oneida Ltd., the well-known silver-plate manufacturing company.
It snowed for a week after my arrival, and then in a brief 24 hours the temperature rose
and spring burst upon us. We went for drives past the rolling grass dairy farms into the beautiful
hilly country beyond, visiting among other places the charming little towns of Clinton and
Hamilton, each with its college (Hamilton and Colegate) as the centre of its life. I insisted on
going to Peterborough as an important link with Northamptonshire, but alas! I found but a
village with only one shop, founded not long ago~ (by English standards) by one Peter Smith. The
road to Peterborough was lin~d with sugar maples, each tree with a bucket slung round it to
1

The gist of an address to the Northamptonshire Record Society at their Annual Meeting in 1957, printed
by request.
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catch the sap slowly dripping from the end of a peg driven higher up into the trunk. This sap is
boiled down into maple sugar.
A visit to the silver-ware factory with its 3,000 employees was of great interest, and the
thousand huge cars of the work-people in the car-park was impressive. I was greatly struck with
the local newspaper-the Oneida Daily Dispatch-which is successfully run on a circulation of
about 7,000. It has excellent reports and fully reflects the life of the district to the satisfaction of
its readers. Mr. John Tuttle, the editor, whom I had the pleasure of meeting, fought as an officer
in the Kings Royal Rifles through the greater part of the last war. I was sorry to leave Oneida
and this group of kind and hospitable people, in which, while the eccentricities of the early days
have been dropped, the Christian idealism of the original settlement has so evidently been
preserved.
A flight of a couple of hours and a motor drive of 30 or 40 miles took me to Northampton,
Massachusetts, to stay with Miss Esther Lowenthal, Professor (now retired) of Economics at
Smith, the famous College for women at Northampton. Now here was a very real link with our
County Town, for John King, who emigrated from Northampton, England, as a young man, was
in 1654 one of the founders of this quite charming American town, now of about 30,000 inhabitants. Apart from one or two streets of "terraced" houses, it is really more 1ike a garden city with
its attractive unfenced wooden houses dotted about on smooth green lawns, all in the lovely
setting of the Connecticut valley. The College buildings are extensive and of fine architectural
design. I had the privilege of lecturing to the history students and the pleasure of seeing Miss
Jean Wilson, and of meeting other members of the college faculty. At Mount Holyoke, another
women's college near Northampton, I went to see Miss Bertha Putnam, who, though suffering
from a serious accident, talked with all J:ler old enthusiasm of her English friends and former
students.
After two delightful days at Northampton I drove with Mrs. Kenneth Webster (Deborah
Jones of the old Chelsea days at Crosby Hall, and widow of Professor Webster, the Arthurian
scholar) the 95 miles to her captivating home at Milton, 15 miles short of Boston. Here I had the
thrill of seeing for the first time my American god-daughter, Deborah Webster, whose 16th
birthday happily coincided with my visit. She took me to the first performance of Henry IV
I had ever seen (and a very fine performance it was), given by her school-mates at Milton Academy.
A common passion for Gilbert and Sullivan very soon made us firm friends.
At Northampton Miss Lowenthal had given me my first taste of New England, where
education and the love of learning have taken deep root, and, in truth, the academical institutions
in Massachusetts are alarmingly thick on the ground. I have mentioned Smith and Mount Holyoke. Between Northampton and Milton there are Amherst College and the University of
Massachusetts, both at Amherst, Clark University at Worcester, and nearer to Milton, Wellesley
College. In addition to Ha:uvard and Radcliffe in Cambridge (and woe betide you if, as I did, you
place Harvard in Boston, Boston and Cambridge being like Higham Ferrers and Rushden, only
physically united) there are at least six colleges in Boston. And yet, "crowded with culture" as
they are, among all the very delightful people whom I met, I encountered not a trace of highbrow affectation!
I was greatly impressed by the very pleasant domestic and ecclesiastical architecture, both
in Massachusetts and in· New York State. The houses as a general rule are detached, even in the
towns, and nearly all of wood. Having to be repainted frequently they seem to be new, though
very many are a century or even two centuries old. The classical influence in public buildings is
very strong, but also noticeable in domestic architecture, where Ionic columns lend grace and distinction to so many houses. The churches, so often of wood, though sometimes of brick, are almost
invariably-whether Baptist, Presbyterian, Anglican or of some other persuasion-in the classical
style. At every turn I was reminded of St. Clement Danes or of St. Mary le Strand. How
appropriate it is, I thought, that the line: "The glory that was Greece and the grandeur that was
Rome" should have come from the pen of an American poet.
While at Milton I lectured on "Three Centuries of an English Family" to the girls at
Milton Academy, and on "The English Social Revolution of the 20th Century" at Emmanuel
College, Boston. Mrs. Webster took me to the annual conference and dinner of the Medieval
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Academy of America at Cambridge, where I heard some very interesting papers, and was bold
enough to discourse myself to this learned and distinguished audience on the subject of Northn
amptonshire records.
From Milton I was taken to Plymouth and introduced to the Plymouth Rock, whichdare I say it ?-was something of a disappointment. I had imagined the disembarkation on it of
the whole of the crew and passengers of Mayfiower I, but doubt very much whether three--or
even two--of the Pilgrim Fathers, hanging round each other's necks, could have balanced on it
with any degree of stability. However, there it is-surrounded with its railing, facing lovely Cape
Cod Bay, and properly regarded with great veneration--one of the famous stones of history.
Plymouth, by the way, was eagerly awaiting the arrival of Mayfiower 11, which at that moment
lay becalmed in the middle of the Atlantic.
Plymouth is naturally very conscious of its history, and in the Hall of the Pilgrim Society
is a most interesting collection of records, pictures, furniture, clothes, books, etc. The most
thrilling object to me was a second edition (1592) of William Lambard's Eirenarcha, an early
treatise on the office of Justices of the Peace. Bound in brown calf, the book is embossed with
the arms of William Cecil, first Lord Burghley, to whom presumably it originally belonged. 2 As
the catalogue states, Burghley was the colleague of William Davison, Secretary to Queen Elizabeth I, and Davison, in turn, was the early patron of William Brewster, one of the founders of
Plymouth, Mass. It was, therefore, quite possibly William Brewster who brought this book over
in the Mayfiower, where it is known to have been for long in the possession of the "Trial Justices"
(Justices of the Peace) for Plymouth. Be that as it may, we have here a concrete example of the
way in which this famous institution, which had worked so successfully in the mother country
since the 14th century, was carried with the flag not only into this "remote, heathen and barbarous
land" (as America is described in Queen Elizabeth's Letters Patent to Sir Humphrey Gilbert),
but into all the three other continents, where, in a modified form it has in many places survived,
even since the flag has been withdrawn.
About ten miles south of Plymouth, buried deep in vast woods, is the summer residence
of Mr. and Mrs. John Lord, whom I had met in Northamptonshire, Mrs. Lord being sister to
Squire Brudenell of Deene. I spent a night with them in their tiny little house in a beautiful
glade of the forest, looking across a grassy slope to a large artificial lake which is used to flood
the cranberry bogs in frosty weather. We passed some of these bogs as we came through the woods,
for cranberry growing and preserving is carried on extensively in this district, as well it may be
if 150 million people are to have cranberry sauce with their roast turkey on Thanksgiving Day.
On May 4th I flew by day the 3,000 miles across the continent from Boston to California,
catching a glimpse of Chicago as we sailed over the southern tip of Lake Michigan. At Los Angeles
I was met by Mrs. Godfrey Davies (myoid friend Peggy Gay of Crosby Hall days), who drove
me to the Athenaeum Club at Pasadena, where I stayed very comfortably for the fortnight of my
visit. Godfrey Davies, alas ! had been seriously ill for some time, but was able to see me once or
twice, and we had some good talks which I greatly enjoyed. He most kindly gave me the use of
his room at the Huntington Library during my stay.3
It is hard indeed to pack into a few words an impression of my experiences 'in California.
Here I found myself in a sub-tropical climate, with gigantic palms, and orange trees in fruit and
flower. The architecture (though even here there is Greek influence) is strongly reminiscent of
southern Spain. The weather was perfect (I had just missed a heat-wave) and I proceeded to
devote myself for several hours a day to the search for records of Northamptonshire in the Huntington Library at San Marino. For the information of my English readers I must explain that this
important library and art gallery was founded and endowed nearly 40 years ago by the late Henry
E. Huntington, a railway ~agnate of fabulous wealth. He fined it with a splendid collection of
early printed books, literary and other MSS., early Italian and 18th century English paintings,
2

a

The same arms, within the Garter, could have been used by his son and grandson, the 1st and 2nd Earls
of Exeter, but the style suggests the period of the 1st Lord Burghley.
He died shortly afterwards, to the great loss ' not only of his friends but of all students of 17th century
history.
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furniture, china"and objets d'art. He surrounded it with a superb garden, and provided it with a
highly qualified staff, well-equipped search rooms and a good restaurant.
Thanks to the many kindnesses received from Mr. Pomfret (the Director) and the
charming members of his staff, I was able to get out of these collections the last ounce of information and pleasure that was possible in the time at my disposal. I was chiefly concerned with the
Ellesmere manuscripts (acquired c.19l9 from Lord Ellesmere, who was then disposing of some
of his Northamptonshire estates). I made lists of MSS. relating to Wollaston, Kings Sutton, Brigstock, Kelmarsh, Great Billing, Cogenhoe, and many other villages from Tudor times. I found
many court rolls, surveys, leases, inclosure agreements, forest papers, and early regulations of
village agriculture; a draft will of the great Lord Burghley containing detailed instructions for
his funeral at Stamford; the epitaph of an early Duke of Grafton; and a letter concerning the
goods ofWilliam Lawton the Wollaston sexton, who in 1664 hanged himself on a bell-rope in the
parish church. Space does not permit the mention of more than a fraction of what I found, but
I am glad to say that arrangements are being made for these records to be micro-filmed and made
available to students in the Northamptonshire Record Office.
About 20 miles from Pasadena is Claremont with its group of colleges-an important
centre of advanced education. Here I was entertained by Dr. and Mrs. Hard and Mr. and Mrs.
Gleeson, and had the pleasure of lecturing to the students of Cripps' College on the English Social
Revolution. I hope I did not bore them, but they seemed to like the quotation with which I
illustrated one aspect of my subject:
"The King was in the laundry washing out his shirt,
The Queen was in the kitchen, sweeping up the dirt,
The maid was in the parlour, eating bread and honey,
When in came a neighbour and offered her more money".

At Claremont is a fine library which serves all the colleges. An unforgettable drive 5,000 feet up
into the grand range of mountains on the landward side of Pasadena and San Marino, with wild
ceanbthus in full flower in great abundance on the upper slopes, and rose-coloured mists wafted
up in waves from vast gorges three thousand feet below; and a visit with Professor and Mrs.
Clinton Howard to the University of California with its 30,000 students, and the drive back at
night over a range of hills in the middle of Los Angeles, with the myriad lights of the city shining
on either hand over an area seemingly as big as an English county, were two very wonderful
experiences.
On May 16th I left California, and in the front seat of a huge plane was swept up into the
sky and for a short turn over the Pacific before we headed south-eastwards for Washington. Soon
to the north we saw the snow-covered peaks of the southern Rockies sticking up through the
clouds far below. Then we forged along at 300 to 400 miles an hour and at an altitude of about
23,000 feet, over a thousand miles of arid rocky desert, above us "The spacious firmament
on high, With all the blue ethereal sky"; not far below immense seas of cloud stretching for
hundreds of miles, sometimes in great rolling banks, with blue shadows; sometimes in vast flat
snowfields glistening white in the brilliant sunshine; sometimes in curling, pearly masses tinged
with pink and gold, ethereal and unsubstantial, with huge rents through which was visible
the earth, so incredibly distant that mankind and motor-cars had quite faded out of sight,
even houses looking like pins' heads, and every now and then some effect of light reflected on the
adamantine rocks of the desert glowing like clusters of brilliant jewels, or the sun shining through
a stained-gla.ss window. This god-like view of the world carried one in imagination back to the days
after the creation, "when the morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted for joy".
We passed south of the Grand Canyon, and saw the Mississippi curling along like a shining
snake for quite a while beneath us, and then travelled over the enormous wheat farms of Texas
known as the pan handle of America. Then the light failed and after an hour or so in darkness we
dropped down on Washington after a non-stop flight of 2~500 miles in 7 hours and 10 minutes.
Of the four or five cities that I saw in the United States, Washington, to my mind, is the
most beautiful. The spaciousness, the light, the noble public buildings, culminating in the Capitol,
in their superb and confident classicism, I found very impressive and satisfying to the eye. Here
I visited the Library of Congress, the National Archives, and the Folger Library, (where I found
some more Northamptonshire records), and after three nights went on by plane to Richmond,
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Virginia, to stay with Mrs. John Cecil and her sister, Miss Cary, where my cousin, Evelyn Sitwell,
whom I had not seen for thirty years, was also staying. My lecturing over, I was able to relax,
and a very merry time we had, in spite of a temp~l'ature of 90° in the shade. My kind hostesses
drove me 70 miles to beautiful Williamsberg and to Jamestown on the huge Potomac river where
the first emigrants' landed in 1607, (beating the Mayflower people by about 15 years). Here I saw
the very fine exhibition, in connection with the 350th anniversary of the settlement, visited later
by the Queen and Prince Philip. The Virginians have a great sense of history. The Confederate
Museum, full of relics of the Civil War, and the collections of the Virginia Historical Society,
both at Richmond, are of tremendous interest. The Society is a member of the Northamptonshire
Record Society, and as its hon. secretary I received a warm welcome, and was shewn with great
pride by the librarian a superb edition of Bridges' History of Northamptonshire. I was so sorry
that I had not time to visit more than two or three of our many American institutional members
during my tour. But everywhere I found a marked enthusiasm for local history, and came home
laden with many interesting publications.
From Richmond I went further south to stay with my cousin Colonel Fitzroy Sitwell and
his sister (whose grandmother lived at Grafton Regis~ at Fancy Farm near the little town of
Bedford, and was delighted to find the Colonel wearing shoes by Dolcis of Kettering and Padmore
and Barnes of Northampton. He motored me to the top of the beautiful Blue Mountains, where
we found masses of wild pink rhododendrons in flower, and he gave me the photograph of Queen
Victoria at luncheon which is reproduced on page 203. Virginia has preserved more traces and
relics of royalty and Englishry (particularly in the names of the counties) than possibly any other
State, which is not to imply that the present Virginians are not good Americans, but there are
many people' of English descent who seem to value their connection with the old country. I met
many very charming people here and one of them said to me : "I always look upon England as
my mother".
'
And so, after two brief au revoir visits to Oneida and Milton, and five hours in New York,
I mounted my broomstick for the last time, and by the light of a brilliant moon, flew non-stop
over the Atlantic and over the little fields and villages of western England, arriving safely and
punctually at London Airport on the morning of June 10th, with a bundle of medieval Shropshire
documents safely stowed away in my suitcase. 4 I had flown 13,000 miles in nine weeks, and never
once stepped on board a train.
I have not been able in the space available to give more than a very brief account of my
tour, or to mention by name more than a few of those from whom I received very great kincb1ess
and hospitality. If any of those wh m I met should come across this article, I hope they will
realise how grateful I am to them, and let me assure them that the many very happy memories of
my first visit to America will remain vividly with me for the rest of my life.
JOAN WAKE.
8
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These were a noble gift from Mrs. Webster, whose husband had bought them 40 years ago in an antique
dealer's shop in England. They are now in the local record office at Shrewsbury.
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WILLIAM TRESHAM OF SYWELL
SPEAKER FOR THE COMMONS UNDER HENRY

VI

I

NOT until 1376, seemingly, did the medieval Commons proceed to elect a common Speaker
from among their own number and for the duration of a Parliament. The list of the Speakers
is complete after 1397. As before, so from then onwards down to 1533, they were chosen from
among those of the Commons who represented counties. The main single reason for this was
that the medieval knights of the shire were in rank and social standing generally superior to
the parliamentary burgesses : they were members of the landed gentry, important ~n their
locality, useful to the King in his provincial administration, and frequently well connected with
one or more members of the titular nobility, sometimes even by family ties. The medieval
Speakers were, of course, like their fellow knights of the shire in these respects, and most of
them, besides, were constant]y in the thick of affairs of state, the courtiers, professional administrators, and lawyers among them alike, tied up with the King, some branch of his govern. ment or household, or associated with some dominant magnate or faction.
In the medieval period many knights of the shire were often elected for their own counties,
and some of them sat at times for other counties. A few of them secured re-election to successive
Parliaments, occasionally over many years. Election to the Speakership was then, however, a
very chancy business. A Speaker was by no means boun~ to be re-elected as knight of the shire,
and, even if he were, it was not very likely that he would be re-elected as Speaker. During the
course of the fifteenth century nearly sixty Parliaments met, but there occur 'n this period only
seven instances of a Speaker in one Parliament being re-elected in the next. One Speaker of
Henry IV's time, Thomas Chaucer of Ewelme (Oxon.)" son of Geoffrey Chaucer, and cousin
of Cardinal Beaufort, was Speaker in three Parliaments running, and under Henry V so was
Roger Floreof Oakham, Chief Steward of the Duchy of Lancaster north of Trent. In general,
however, the speakership went the rounds. Only nine normally elected fifteenth century
Speakers acted more than once.
William Tresham, a Northamptonshire lawyer in Crown service, was Speaker under
Henry VI as many as four times, namely in the parliaments of 1439-40, 1442, 1447 and 1449-50,
his first two' speakerships being in successive Parliaments. Of all previous Speakers, only Thomas
Chaucer had served in more Parliaments (five) than he, and Roger F10re in as many. Tresham's
Speakerships fell in a period when the Lancastrian regime was becoming discredited and unIn this article the following abbreviations have been used in the footnotes:C.Ch.R. = Calendar of Charter Rolls.
C.C.R. = Calendar of Close Rolls.
C.F.R. = Calendar of Fine Rolls.
C.P.R. = Calendar of Patent Rolls.

P.R.O. = Public Record Office.
P.P.c. = Proceedings and Ordinances of the Privy
Council, ed. N. H . Nicolas.
Rot. ParI. = Rotuli Parliamentorum.
V.C.H. = The Victoria County History.
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popular, partly because its military policy and its diplomacy (directed to salvaging as much as
possible of Henry V's conquest in France) were proving expensive but futile, partly because
its administration at home was becoming similarly ~ankrupt, and profitable only to a narrowing
circle of its suppo~.ters among the nobility and their partizans.
Between 1423 and his death in 1450, William Tresham represented Northamptonshire
in no fewer than twelve out of the sixteen parliaments which met in that time. In fact, in the
last ten years of his lifehe quite monopolized one of the two Northamptonshire seats. This fact
a~9ne is sufficient indication of Tresham's power in the county. His constant employment by
the Crown as an apprentice-at-law (culminating in his appointment as Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster in the year before his death), his nearness at Court to the fount of royal grace and
favour, his acquisition of local offices, his membership of so many local royal commissions, and
his control of patronage as an agent for royal estates in the region of his own considerable landed
property, gave him great influence in Northamptonshire and neighbouring shires. Tresham's
career is an example of how it was possible for a thriving administrative official to take advantage
of the very weakness of the government he served for the furtherance of his own ends, provided
he did not over-reach himself and seek to be all things to all men, as perhaps at the end Tresham
was trying to do.
The facts of William Tresham's career leave no doubt of his ability and reputation as a
manager of other men's business besides his own. That all was not well with his general reputation, however, the manner of his death suggests. The "engrossing" or accumulation of many
offices and occupations in the hands of. one man might have its administrative conveniences,
especially if the beneficiary were one whose heart and mind a weak royal administration felt
itself able to trust. But it raised resentments, including local resentments, which were apt to be
dangerous in this period of "bastard feudalism," and at a time when the royal authority was
coming to afford little protection. This was especially likely to be the case if the profiteer from
royal favour, by his conduct raised doubts of his fidelity. There was no wide hiatus, either in
time or in circumstances, between Tresham's death in 1450 and the open armed conflict of the
Wars of the Roses, the early phases of which virtually completed the political bankruptcy of the
House of Lancaster and brought Henry VI's reign to an end in 1461.
11

WILLIAM TRESHAM, apprentice-at-law, was knight of the shire for Northamptonshire in the
Parliaments of October, 1423; October, 1427; September, 1429; May, 1432; July, 1433;
October, 1435; November, 1439; January, 1442; February, 1445; February, 1447; February,
1449; November, 1449; and Speaker for the Commons in those of 1439, 1442, 1447 and
November, 1449. 1
The .estates held by Tresham at Sywell, Hannington, Rushton, and elsewhere in
Northamptonshire,2 in which by ,royal charter of 10 November, 1441, he was granted rights
of free warren, would appear not to ha~e been very long in the possession of his family. The
manor of Sywell had been held as recently as 1394-5 by the Dallingridges and only passed into
1 Official Return of the Members of Parliament, i.,
306, 313, 316, 322, 327, 333, 336, 339, 342; App.
xxiii; J. C. Wedgwood, History of Parliament, 14391509, Biographies, 871. All the Parliaments between
1423 and 1449 referred to above were summoned to

Westminster except that of 1447, which met at Bury
St. Edmunds.
2 For William Tresham's estates, see Miss M. E.
Finch, Five Northamptonshire Families, (N.R.S. vol.
xix)? p. 67.
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possession of the Tresham family at some time between then and 1441, but whether to William,
or first to his father, Thomas, is not known. And not until 1445, when Brown's manor was
conveyed to him by Richard Waldegrave, did William Tresham possess himself of the whole
vill of Hannington, in a quarter part of a knight's fee in which he had had an interest since 1428
(at latest). His tenure of the manor of West Hall in Rushton and of the advowson of the church
there was released to him in 1437-8. An early reference to Tresham (in 1415) describes him as
being of Gloucestershire. It is unlikely, however, that this important Lancastrian administrative lawyer was himself responsible for the first establishment of his family in Northamptonshire. His marriage with Isabel, daughter of William Vaux, lawyer of Northampton, and
sister of William Vaux of Harrowden, need not suggest that his family was already settled in
the county. 3 But the first of the many references to William Tresham in the records of the royal
Chancery connect him with Northamptonshire, and at as early a date in his career as 1411-12,
when he can have been little more than of age: on ' 23 February, 1411, described as of Northants, he was a surety for the grantees of the custody of a meadow in Northampton fields
forfeited to the Crown for felony4; and, exactly a year later (23 February, 1412), he himself shared
a royal grant of a messuage in the town at an annual rent of Ss. payable in the Exchequer. s
Already presumably a trained lawyer, Tresham may have depended for his income mainly on
private practice in the courts in the earlier stages of his career.
In a later royal grant of an annuity to Tresham of May 1440, the patent refers to his good
service to Henry V as well as to Henry VI. There is no suggestion in the Chancery enrolments
of any official employment coming his way in Henry V's reign, except that on 15 March 1415
he was appointed by bill of the Treasurer to be one of the auditors of all the accounts of royal
officials in South Wales, at a daily wage of Ss. while he was away from London on this business.
It is quite probable, too, that he was the William Tresseham "clerk" commissioned, on 11 April
following, to pay the masters and owners of ships seized along the length of the south ·coast from
the Thames estuary to Bristol for use in Henry V's first French expedition, and to arrange for
the concentration of the commandeered English vessels at Southampton and of the foreign
shipping at London, Sandwich, and Winchelsea. 6 He served during Henry V's reign on no
other royal commissions requiring the authority of the Great Seal. On 17 October, 1415,
however, he shared with two other Northamptonshire gentlemen/ a royal grant of the wardship and marriage of the heir to the Tyndale estates in the county. Five years later (by patent
of 28 October 1420) he shared with William Thirlwall, probably the same who was the Duke
of Clarence's receiver-general, a temporary grant at a farm of £5 a year of the keeping of the
estates of the late chief bailiff of the honour of Wallingford, Thomas Beston, in the Northamptonshire vills of Sywell and Hannington (where were some of Tresham's own properties), and
at Earls Barton as well; these were in the King's hands because of the late owner's debts to the
Crown. Again, less than three weeks after this concession (on 16 November 1420), Tresham
entered into a shared grant of another royal wardship and marr~age (for £100 payable into the
Exchequer), namely, of the heir of Ralph Parles esquire. In 1428 Tresham was farming the
3 C.Ch.R., vi.30; Feudal Aids, iv. 33; G. Baker,
The History and Antiquities of the County of N orthampton, ii. 68, 147; V.C.R., Northants, iv. 133,
172-3; C.F.R. 1413-22, 126.
, C.F.R., 1405-13, 206.
5ibid., 236.

6

C.P.R., 1413-6, 385, 342.

7 Ralph Grene, who had been knight of the shire
at Coventry in 1404 and at Westminster in 1410, and
William Aldwincle, who was to represent the county
in 1432 with Tresham himself.
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Parles lands in Watford, Silsworth, and Murcot, on his own account. 8 His local roots were
clearly striking deeper at this time. In January 1421, for example, he and William Babington,
Justice of Common Pleas, were presenting to the living of St. Andrew's, Broughton, presumably
as feoffees on behalf of the abbey of St. Mary (Delapre Abbey) outside Northampton, which
·held the patronage. And in April, 1421, he became a feoffee of John Waldegrave in lands in
Warwickshire and Leicestershire. In the following year he was party with William Lord Lovell
and other. gentry in a bond for 700 marks payable to Archbishop Chichele at Christmas
following. 9
.' To the second Parliament of Henry VI's reign, which met in October 1423, William
Tresham esquire was for the first time elected as knight of the shire for Northants. It was during
this session that he acted (on 30 November, 1423) as a mainpernor for Thomas Chamberlain
that the latter should keep the peace, especially towards the widow of the Sir John Pilkington
who had been sheriff of the county in 1419-20. 10 In the following summer, by patent of 20 July,
1424, he was for the first time included in the Northants commission cf the peace; and he continued to serve as justice of the peace, and as a member of the quorum of the commission, until
his death in 1450. 11 Little is known of his activities in the 1420's, beyond the fact that in 1423-4
he was involved as a feoffee in a final concord relating to the Huntingdonshire manor of
Waresley; that in the spring of 1425 he attested the Northants indenture of election to the third
Parliament of Henry VI's reign; that in July following a lady friend of his, Margery Maureward
of Brampton (presumably Church Brampton, Northants) bequeathed him in her will £1 and
'a book called Brute,' no doubt one of the cycle of chronicles that went under that name; that
in June, 1428, he was appointed to act as the umpire in an action arising out of a petition to
the Chancellor relating to a small estate in Peterborough; and that on 8 December 1429 he shared
with Thomas Woodville a grant of the right to farm .for £20 a year the royal wardship of the
Buckinghamshire manors of Gayhurs~ and Stoke Goldington, together with (for 80 marks)
the marriage of ~he heir, John, son of Sir Robert Neville. (Tresham was later to be the ward's
feoffee at Gayhurst).l2
This watdship grant was made when Tresham was acting as knight of the shire for
Northants; and his co-grantee as sheriff of the county. On this occasion Tresham had been
re-elected, having been returned as knight of the shire in 1427. His election in 1427 was to prove
the beginning of Tresham's virtual monopoly of one of the Northamptonshire seats in Parliament
for more than two decades. For he was to be elected to all the thirteen Parliaments which sat
from 1427 to 1449, except those of 1431 and 1437. He served, moreover, as parliamentary proxy
to the abbot of Croyland in the parliaments of 1429, 1431, 1432, 1435, 1439, 1442, and 1447.
He acted in this way f~r the abbot of Peterborough in those of 143.1, 1432, 1435, and 1445, and
also for the abbot of Cirencester in the parliament of 1442.13
It is a rather curious fact that throughout this time Tresham was never once appointed
8 C.F.R., 1413-22, 125, 356; C.P.R., 1416-22,
308; Feudal Aids, iv. 35; Ralph ParIes had b.een sheriff
of Northants in 1388-9, 1408-9, and 1412-3.
Tresham's partners in the farm of the wardship were
Thomas Billing, a lawyer, and Thomas Compworth,
who was to represent the borough 'of Northampton
in the Parliament of 1427.
9 G. Baker, Northants, ii. 86; C.C.R., 1422-9, 272,
72.
10 C.C.R., 1422-9, 131.
11 C.P.R., 1422-9, 567; ibid., 1429-36, 622; ibid.,

1436-41,587; ibid., 1441-6, 475; ibid., 1446-52, 592.
12 The Register of Archbishop Chichele, ed. E. F.
Jacob, ii. 320; C.C.R., 1422-9, 407; Cambridge
Antiquarian Soc. Procs. xxxvii, G. J. Turner, Cal. of
Feet of Fines relating to Huntingdonshire, 103; C.F.R.,
1422-30,289; C.C.R., 1435-41, 198; C.P.R., 1436-41,
227.
13 P.R.O., S.C. 10/48-50 (nos. 2390(7), 2401, 2411,
2422, 2439, 2452, 2472; 2403, 2409, 2423, 2466;
2458).
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either as sheriff or escheator for the county in which he obviously commanded a considerable
influence. He continued throughout the period, right down to his death, in fact, to be a member
of the quorum of the Northants commission of the peace, he was a justice of the peace in
Huntingdonshire aJso from April 1446 to his .death, and he fairly frequently served on other
royal commissions of a more casual character. He was, for instance, of the quorum of a commission of gaol delivery at Northampton in the spring of 1436.
Tresham acted as a commissioner for the raising of Crown loans in the county on a
number of occasions between 1430 and 1449,14 and occasionally himself made loans to the
Exchequer. In February, 1436, for example, when the Council proposed to issue privy seal
writs asking for subscriptions for the equipment of an army to be led into France by the Duke
of York, he was put down for as much as 100 marks. In May 1443 he made a loan of £20; in
August 1444 two of 20 marks each (for one of which he received a tally which had to be returned
to the Exchequer and re-issued in November following); in October 1446 he was one of a
syndicate which raised a loan of £231 odd; and in October 1449 he advanced 100 marks to the
Exchequer, for which, as for all his other loans, he received Exchequer tallies of assignment. IS
Other local commissions of royal appointment that he undertook were ·to inquire into
liability in Northants to contribute to a special parliamentary aid early in 1431 which proved
too complicated to admit of collection, and as knight of the shire he served on the commissions
charged with apportioning the county's share of the general national rebate of £4,000 (later
increased to £6,000) on every subsidy of a tenth and fifteenth granted in the Parliaments of
1433, 1435, 1439, 1442, 1445, and 1449. 16 After the Parliament of 1433 he and his fellow knight
of the s~re were required to submit to the Chancellor a list of the local gentry who ought to be
sworn to maintain the peace, and later to help to take the oaths aJready sworn in Parliament
by the Lords and Commons. In July, 1434, and February, 1448, he was appointed to act on
commissions of general inquiry into cases of concealment of royal feudal incidents, wastes on
Crown lands, unlicensed alienatioDs, failure to pay customs, and royal reversions, etc. 17 Other
commissions of his of a like nature, and whose outcome }Vas of special interest to the Exchequer,
were an inquiry authorised in May 1439 into the value of the Crown lands in the shire, with
special reference to the state of the manors there held in dower since 1403 by Hen y IV's queen,
Joan of Navarre, until her death in July 1437; an inquiry necessitated by a writ of 27 February,
1442 (issued during Tresham's second speakers hip), following a complaint by the burgesses of
Huntingdon that Henry V's duchy of Lancaster feoffees were exacting an unwarranted increase
of the fee-farm of the borough (for tolls at the St. Ives fair which had long fallen into disuse);
and an investigation ordered in May 1443 into the wasted condition of the estates of the alien
priory of Everdon (Northants).18 Tresham was a commissioner for sewers in the shires of
Cambridge, Huntingdon; Northampton, and Lincoln by several patents of 12 February 1438,
22 August 1439, and 21 January 1441. In February 1445 he was a commissioner of oyer and
terminer following complaint of a trespass by the Cluniac prior of St. Andrew's, Northampton. 19
The years of Tresham's almost continuous membership of the Commons in Parliament
14 By virtue of royal patents of 6 March, 1430 (for
Rutland also), 26 March, 1431, 26 February, 1434,
19 March, 1439,28 November, 1440,30 March and
28 August 1442, 1 June, 1446 and 25 September,
1449. C.P.R. 1429-36, 50, 125, 354, 607; 1436-41,
250,505; 1441-46, 62,431; 1446-52, 298.
15 P.P.C., iv.323; Exchequer, Issue Roll, E 403/749,
mem.4; E403/753, mem.ll; E403/755, mem.3;

E403/765, mem.3; E403/777, mem.2.
16 C.P.R., 1429-36, 136; C.F.R., j430-7, 187,289;
1437-45, 140, 214, 325; 1445-54, 32, 121.
17 C.C.R., 1429-35, 271; C.P.R., 1429-36, 425;
ibid., 1446-52, 140.
l 8 C.P.R., 1436-41, 313; 1441-6,79,204.
19 ibid., 1436-41, 148,266,535; 1441-6,340.
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had been a time of his increasing involvement in royal administration at the centre. It is possible
that as early as February, 1434-when an assignment of £12 to the Treasurer of the royal
Household was made 'per manus Willelmi Tressk'-he was on the check-roH of the Household staff. CertaiQJy long before September 1441, from when until his death he was in receipt
of a livery of cloth as one of the 'scutiferi' of the Household,20 he was in direct governmental
employment in his capacity as an apprentice-at-Iaw. On 14 June 1434, he and another lawyer,
John Hody, were paid each £1 at the Lower Exchequer as a special reward for work which they
had been ordered to do expressly by the new Treasurer, Lord Cromwell. This unspecified
business may well have been part of a general overhauling of the Exchequer finances undertaken
by Cromwell. Again, three weeks before the 1435 Parliament came to its end, namely, on 2
December, Tresham (described as apprentice-at-Iaw) was paid at the Lower Exchequer 10
marks (£6.13sAd.), as appears in the record, for labouring in the present Parliament about the
furtherance there for the King's profit of divers business and necessary matters of the lord King
himself, and on 16 December he was paid an additional £3 as a special award for laborious
writings and the engrossment of divers grants made to the King for his profit by the Lords and
Commons of the realm of England in this present Parliament.
Tresham was then knight of the shire. Eight other lawyers receiving varying grants
for their services in expediting the work of the Parliament were almost to a man members
of the Lower, House: John Bowes for Notts. (the Speaker); John Hody for Somerset; William
Burley for Shropshire; Nicholas Metley for Warwickshire; Nicholas Ayssheton for Helston;
and Robert Rodes for Newcastle-on-Tyne. The other two were John Vampage, the King's
Attorney-General, who had his individual summons to Parliament, and another apprentice:-at-Iaw,
John Chamberlain. This 1435 session, faced with the need to provide the sinews of war, especially for a campaign against the Duke of Burgundy, had seen the grant of a tenth and fifteenth
(reduced as in 1433 by £4,000 and with its collection spread over the next two years), and a
novel supplementary graduated income-tax on freehold lands and offices, plus a grant renewing
the customs dues for another two year~. Payments were also made to a number of Exchequer
officials for their diligence in making extracts. from the Receipt and Issue Rolls of the Lower
Exchequer and transcripts of customs accounts from the ports. Tresham's and his lawyercol1eagues' services had evidently been of a political as well as administrative character.21
For once in a while, Tresham was not re-elected to the next Parliament which met in
January 1437. But during this year, along with Richard Woodville of Grafton Regis, he was
appointed by Henry V's feoffees (in those parts of the Duchy of Lancaster set aside as long ago
as 1415 for the fulfilment of his will) as their steward in Northants, Hunts, Beds, and Bucks.
In this office Tresham was to be confirmed for life on 27 November, 1443, when his son Thomas
,became his feUow-steward instead of Woodville.22 In the accounts of the Duchy ·of Lancaster
Receiver-General for the year February 1438-9, William Tresham appears, too, as one of the
apprentices-at-Iaw retained as counsel to the Duchy, a function which he was still discharging
in 1444-5. 23
It was in the Parliament eventually summoned to meet at Westminster on 12 November
20 E403/712, mem.9; Accounts of the Controller of
the Household, P.RO., EI0l/409/9, p. 37, ibid.,
409/11, p. 38; Enrolled accounts of the Keeper ofthe
Great Wardrobe of the Household, EI0l/409/18,
410/4.
21 Issue Roll, E403/715, mem.9; E403/721, mems.6,

10, 12.
22 By November, 1447, William was Duchy steward
in the lordship of Higham Ferrers as well. R
Somerville, History of the Duchy of Lancaster, 1. 586.
23 f.RO., D.L. 28/5/2.
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1439 that, once more elected for Northamptonshire and sitting for the seventh time, he was

elected by the Commons to his first speakership. The first session lasted until 21 December,
('when the Parliament was adjourned to Reading where it continued to meet for about a month
from 14 January 1440. The sessions were made especially difficult by the demands of the
Commons for measures designed to discourage the trade of foreign merchants in England, with
the result that peculiarly stringent "hosting" regulations were imposed on them as the price of
a grant of supplies, and these supplies, too, included a poll-tax on resident alien traders. The
remainder of the Commons' grant comprised a whole and a half tenth and fifteenth (minus
£6,000) to be spread over the next two years, and an extension of the wool subsidy and tunnage
and poundage for three years.
Tresham's choice as Speaker is more likely to have ,been connected with the concern
expressed in this Parliament for the deplorable financial state of the royal Household and with
the measures designed to remedy the crisis. How important the Commons in 1439-40 regarded
an appropriation of funds to the charge of the royal Household was further indicated by their
successful petition that the quarter of the subsidy payable by .their grant at midsummer 1440
should be delivered to the Treasurer of the Household 'to pay redie money in hand for expenses
of your said Householde as ferre as the said money will atteyn or stretch to.' Tresham's links
with the administration of the Duchy of Lancaster were perhaps especially important in this
regard. Following 'great murmour and clamour' because of the non-payment of the expenses
of the Household and, the abuses of purveyance, it was further provided that the income from
the unenfeoffed portions of the Duchy of Lancaster as well as from the Duchy of Cornwall
shoulti be diverted for the next five years (Michaelmas 1439-44) to the satisfaction of Household
debts; Henry V's surviving feoffees (Cardinal Beaufort, Archbishop Chichele and Lord
Hungerford), in spite of the incomplete execution of Henry V's will, also expressed their readiness on certain conditions to put their surplus revenues at the disposal of the Treasurer of the
Household.
The Commons assented to both these arrangements which were, in fact, no more than a
regularization and extension, so far as ' the Duchy of Lancaster was concernep, of an existing
partial appropriation of its revenues to 'state purposes.' For from February 1425 the ReceiverGeneral of the Duchy had been ' under erders to pay his ' surplus to the Exchequer, and from
Michaelmas 1437 he had been required to deliver to the Household as much as 5,000 marks 'a
year and from Easter ,1439 all his issues. In the Parliament of 1442, when Tresham was again
functioning as Speaker, and when the enfeoffments of Henri V were resumed into Henry VI's
hands and subjected to the appropriation of 1439, the Commons were to press for a continuation
of this appropriation until 1447, and, when he was again Speaker in the November 1449 Parliament, and by that time· Chancellor of the Duchy, arrangements 'were made for the Household
to enjoy the t;let issues of the Duchy for seven years from May 1450.24
Since his first speakership of 1439-40 Tresham's connection with the royal administration
and with the Duchy of Lancaster had been considerably strengthened. In September 1440 he
was made"one of the feoffees of all the estates of the alien priories then in the King's hands.
During the January-March 1442 Parliament, when Tresham was Speaker, one of their acts was
to grant the advowson ' of the priory of Goldcliff to Tewkesbury Abbey. Following the 1442
Parliament, on 3 July of that year, he was granted the reversion of the offices of Chancellor of
24

R. Somerville, op. cit., i. 204-5,215; Rot. ParI., v.7; 62, 175 (Somerville says from May 1451, but 1450
"
'
is the correct date).
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the Duchy and Chancellor of the County Palatine of Lancaster after the death of the then
occupier, Walter Shirington, clerk, who had held since 1432. When it materialized, the appointment was to be for life. He did not succeed Shirirl~on before the latter's death on 2 February
1449, but was cer~f,linly in possession by 10 June 1449, when John Say, an esquire of the body
and Speaker in February -1449, was given the next reversion, and Tresham continued in possession until the day of his death, 23 September 1450. His fee was the same as Shirington's:
£40 a year. 25
In the meantime, while waiting for these offices to come his way, Tresham continued to
act as counsel to the Duchy. Moreover, by a series of patents of 29 November 1443, 7 July 1444,
and 23 February and 29 June 1445 (under the seal of the Duchy), the terms of which were eventually confirmed by authority of Parliament in a comprehensive patent (under the Great Seal
as well as the Duchy seals) of 6 April 1446, Tresham had been included in a large committee
of 31-feoffees in certain portions of the Duchy (estimated as worth £3,395. lls.7d. a year) to fulfil
the will of Henry VI. Additions to the enfeoffment and the appointment of new feoffees were
subsequently made in Parliament on 16 July 1449. Although these estates were not detached
from Duchy control, the feoffees were to appoint their own administrative officials. Tresham
was, however, appointed as Chancellor for the estates in feoffment directly by the King on 10
December 1447, with an-annual fee of £40. The seal in his custody was applied to Henry VI's
will on 12 March 1448, along with the Great Seal of England, the Duchy seal, the royal signet,
and the signet of the eagle. Whether Tresham retained this chancellorship for the feoffment
after he came into the office of Chancellor for the Duchy proper in February 1449, is not
certain, although he had been given the former office on 12 March 1448 for life. But if he was
superseded in the chancellorship of the feoffment, it is likely to have been only by his son Thomas,
who was occupying it in 1453. The Duchy estates comprised in this enfeoffment of Henry VI
included Higham Ferrers and other property in Northants, of which William and Thomas
Tresham had been joint stewards for life since 1443. 26
Before 1430 William Tresham had been successful in securing a share in occasional royal
~ardships of a minor sort.27 The years of his increased official importance and influence
inevitably brought their rewards in the shape of control of other property temporarily in royal
hands, as well as fees and other monetary payments. As early as June 1433 he shared with WaIter
Green esquire of Hayes (Middlesexi8 a grant of the wardship of Green's young kinsman~ Henry \
Green; the latter was to be shire-knight for Wiltshire in 1442 and for Northants (along with
Tresham) in 1447, and Tresham was later to be one of his feoffees at Warminster (Wilts.).29
Tresham's payments for Exchequer work in 1434 and for special work in Parliament in 1435
have already been rioted. His membership of the investigation into the value of the Crown lands
in Northants in May 1439,30 and especially into the state of Kingsthorpe, King's Cliffe,
Brigstock, and Geddington, manors lately held in dower by Queen Joan, Henry IV's widow,
seemingly soon stood him in good stead. On 1 March 1440, shortly after the end of his first
Speakership, he and the abbot of the Augustinian abbey of St. James outside Northampton, and
Richard Willoughby, as executors of Thomas Woodville, were granted £40 a year from
25 C.P.R., 1436-41, 471; Cal. of Papal Registers,
Papal Letters, viii. 242; R. Somerville, Ope cit., i.
390; Duchy of Lancaster, Accounts Various, P.R.O.,
D.L. 28/5/3-7.
26 Rot. ParI., V. 70-3; Somerville, Ope cit., i. 211-2,
586; N. H. Nicolas, Testamenta Vetusta, i. 23.

See above, pp. 191, 192.
WaIter Green had already been Knight of the
shire for Middlesex five times since 1414, and was to
be so again in 1435, 1439 and 1445.
29 C.F.R., 1430-7, 150; C.P.R., 1446-52, 124.
30 See above, p. 193.
27
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Kingsthorpe until a' royal debt to Woodville dating from 1424-5 and amounting to £619 (for his
custody of two French prisoners of war, the Sires de Stuteville and de Gaucourt) was paid off. 31
A little later, on 15 May 1440, Tresham was himself granted a royal annuity of £40 for
life (from Michaelmas 1439) charged on the manor of King s Cliffe, for good services to Henry V
and Henry VI. And a year later, on 27 May 1441, he and Isabel Thorley shared a grant in survivorship of an annuity of £20 from the manor of Brigstock; Isabel, who had been one of Queen
Joan's waiting women, had previously had sole benefit from the annuity since Henry IV's reign. 32
1

On 22 September following, Tresham shared with John Hampton, a royal esquire for the body,33
a grant of the wardship of the Beds. and Northants estates of the lately deceased Thomas Woodhin esquire, a wardship which had only just been granted to John Lord Fanhope. On 10 November
1441, Tresham secured a royal charter granting him rights of free warren in his demesnes and
reversions in Northants, especial mention being made of Rushton, Sywell, and Hannington. 34
Less than two years later, by patent of 21 July 1443, he secured a royal licence for life to hunt
in season in the royal forests, parks and hays in Northants and Bucks., and to kill and take away
one buck and two does in any forest. In February 1445 Tresham surrendered his grant of the
£40 annuity charged on the manor of King's Cliffe, but only so that it could be converted into a
grant in survivorship to him and his son, Thomas. Little more than a year passed before the
father and son shared a ' further grant in survivors hip (on 17 March 1446) of another £40
annuity chargeable on the Receiver-General of the Duchy of Lancaster as from Michaelmas 1445.35
By this time William Tresham's son was in the Household of Henry VI as an esquire of
the King's Hall and Chamber. In April 1446 he was made a J.P. for Hunts along with his father.
In the following year, when William Tresham was again (for the third time) Speaker in the
Bury St. Edmund's Parliament summoned to meet on 10 I<ebruary 1447, Thomas sat as knight
of the shire for Bucks. The Parliament was evident~y intended to witness the impeachment of
Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, the fallen enemy of the Court party (now so largely under the
control of the Marquess of Suffolk), and Gloucester was arrested on his arrival at Bury but died
on 23 February. Little was done during a short session of no more than three weeks, and there
was no grant of supplies forthcoming.
Although a week before Parliament began Tresham had been given a special reward at
the Exchequer for certain diligent labour by him undertaken which especially concerned the
profit of the King, there is no record of any special payment for his services as Speaker.36 It is
possible, however, that Tresham used his position as Speaker to promote a petition, addressed
in the first place to the Commons and offered by them in this Parliament to the King, on behalf
of himself and his fellow-executors of the will of John Brokley, late alderman of the city of
London. Their co-executrix, the widow of the testator who had now married again, had received in the neighbourhood of £8,000 but had done little for the testator's soul, so that the
other executo~s now requested that she and her present husband should be summoned to appear
in Chancery, and that the Chancellor should make provision for the soul of the testator according
to his discretion. Thomas Burgoyne, another of the executors, a lawyer and under-sheriff of
London, was parliamentary burgess at this time for Bridgwater. The petition was successful. 37
In February 1449 Tresham came into the enjoyment of his nearly seven-year-old grant
C.P.R., 1436-41,387; C.C.R., 1454-61, 4.
C.P.R., 1436-41, 430, 554. For Isabel's relationship with Joan of Navarre, see P.R.O., EIOl j407jl1.
33 Hampton was Knight of the shire for Staffs. in
1437, 1439, 1442, 1445, 1449.and 1453.
31

34

32

35
36
37

C.P.R., 1441-6, 2; C.Ch.R., vi. 30.
C.P.R., 1441-6, 192; P.R.O., D.L. 28/5/6.
P.R.O., E403/765, mem.15.
Rot. Parl., v. 129.
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of the reversion of the Chancellorships of the Duchy and of the County Palatine of Lancaster.
This was just before the opening of the February-July Parliament of 1449, the tirst Parliament
to meet for two years,-that is, since the short Bury" St. Edmund's session. Although as usual
. returned for Northants, Tresham was not re-elected Speaker.
.
The second Parliament to meet within the year sat at Westminster or the Blackfriars in
London from 6 November to 17 December 1449, at Westminster from 22 January to 30 March
1450, and at Leicester from 29 April to about the end of the first week in June. To this Parliame1}t William Tresham waste-elected for Northants, and his son Thomas-who, when elected,
was" escheator in Northants and Rutland-for Hunts. In these important sessions, William
Tresham once more acted as Speaker for the Commons (for the fourth time in ten years), after
Sir John Popham, an old friend of Richard, Duke of York, had declined to accept election to
the office. It was in the first session of this Parliament that the Commons successfully brought
in a bill asking that an allegedly murderous attack on -Lord Cromwell in Westminster Hall on
28 November by William Tailboys esquire of Kyme ,(Lincolnshire) should be met with
Tailboys's imprisonment in the Tower for a year, pending his prosecution in the King's Bench.
Tailboys was a supporter of the Duke of Suffolk, whom C~omwell charged with instigating the
offence. And the first week of the second session of the Parliament saw the beginning of a direct
attack against Suffolk himself, which soon developed into his impeachment for treason and other
offences by the ,Commons on 7 February 1450. Another month passed before, on 9 March, the
Commons presented the Lords with a second bill of charges of misprision, and Suffolk was
brought to answer. But the trial resulted in no judgement, and Suffolk was finally banished on
the King's sole authority. Going into exile in May 1450, the Duke was waylaid at sea and
murdered on ship-board.
As Speaker, Tresham had been required to play a leading ,role in these. developments
which virtually amounted to a 'court-revolution.' Already personally connected, (as one of his
feoffees) with the Duke of York, who had-perhaps most to gain by the elimination of Suffolk,
it has been generally assumed that Tresham was in complete sympathy as a "Yorkist" with the
attack on William de la Pole. But Tresham had risen as a careerist lawyer to the chancellorship
of the -Duchy of Lancaster during the years when Suffolk had been 'priviest of the King's
counsel' and (as steward of the Duchy in the North) had held an important place in the Council
of the Duchy. And it will not do to write Tresham off as an out-and-out Yorkist partizan any
more than as a quondam devotee of Suffolk's who had turned coat. It would be over-reaching
the evidence to suggest that, as Speaker, he engineered the down-fall of Suffolk. The part he
played was doubtless one that he was assigned to play by the Commons, and their temper in
this crisis was informed by a sense of national frustration at the collapse of Suffolk's policy
regarding France, rather than, at this point, by' any belief in the saving graces of the Duke of
York, who was in virtual exile in Ireland as the King's Lieutenant there. Tresham's own
allegiances are likely to have been in a state of flux and confusion in this time of national calamity
and threatening strife. That he was· not an unacceptable Speaker to the government of the day
on personal grounds, is suggested by his retention of the chancellorship of the Duchy of
Lancaster until his death on 23 September 1450, which followed Suffolk's by nearly five
months, and also by the way in which he figured as an esquire of the Household among those
exempted from the Resumption Act of this parliament of 1449-50.
That the Parliament of 1449-50 ran to a third session, and that by prorogation this
took place at Leicester, was doubtless due to the antipathy of the Commons to the Court party,
I
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resulting in their refusal before Easter to grant the royal demand for a subsidy for the defence
of Normandy. The Commons withstood, says Dr. Thomas Gascoigne, threats from the King
and his young councillors, refused to be intimidated by the rumoured prospect of Parliament
being indefinitely continued, and in the end, at Leicester, voted a graduated income-tax instead
of a normal subsidy, and that only in return for an Act of Resumption. This latter measure,
necessitated by the King's financial insolvency, was to apply (with certain exceptions) to royal
grants of sources of income, lands, annuities, offices, etc., made since the beginning of the reign.
Tresham came out of this business of the resumption with no very serious discomfiture
to himself. His appointment in December 1447 as Chancellor of those Duchy of Lancaster
estates enfeoffed for the eventual fulfilment of Henry VI's will had brought him a fee of £40
a year, over and abov~ the annuity of £20 from Brigstock (the one originally shared with Isabel
Thorley), and the annuities of £40 from King's Cliffe and £40 from the Receiver-General of
the Duchy of Lancaster, both shared with his son Thomas. In addition, on 8 June 1448 he had
secured a grant of a parcel of wood in the royal forest of Salcey (saving pasture for the King's
deer), the right to have his own woodward and to sell timber, and a grant of 12 trees a year for
fuel; by the same patent he secured the view of frankpledge, the rights of jurisdiction formerly
associated with the sheriff's tourn, and the assize of bread and ale and victuals in the manor
and vill of Sywell, the homages and services of the King's tenants there and at Hannington,
together with £1 a year from the fee of the priory of St. Andrew in Sywell and Sulgrave.38 In
February 1449 he had become Chancellor of the Duchy as well as of the County Palatine of
Lancaster. None of these royal grants or offices did the Resumption Act of 1450 touch, except
the ann.uity of £20 charged on the manor or vill of Brigstock which was now resumed; a proviso
to the Act exempted all the rest. 39 This proviso was the outcome of a single petition submitted
by a group of prominent Household esquires, of whom Speaker Tresham was one, claiming a
general exemption from the Act, except for certain specified items of income from roytlt Sources
which each was resigned to losing. He had also used his influence to secure a proviso on behalf
of the collegiat~church of St. Mary, Leicester, continuing its grant of a tun of wine from the
royal prisage in the port of Hull: the college's petition for exemption is subscribed 'per
Willelmum Tresham.' His is the only commoner's name subscribed on any of these petitions
submitted to the Lords for their consideration and subsequently approved by the King. 40
On 10 and 15 August 1450 Tresham was among those indicted at Rochester before
Cardinal Kemp, Archbishop Stafford and the Duke of Buckingham: many of those so indicted
were to be included in a list of persons charged in a bill, which the Commons presented to the
King in the next Parliament, with 'misbehaving about your royal person and in other places.'
The bill did not, of course, include Tresham because by then he was dead, but his indictment
at Rochester suggests that he was then generally recognized to be one of the foremost members
of the Court party.41
In the years covered by his parliamentary career the services of William Tresham as
an up-and-coming lawyer had been in increasing demand for participation in work of a private
character. On 18 February 1432 he and Nicholas Ratford were appointed by Cardinal Beaufort
as his attorneys-general (pending his return to England), with especial reference to the action
38

C.P.R., 1446-52, 162.

Council, C49j58jl1.

39

Rot. ParI., v. 190b.
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ibid., 189a; P.R.O., Chancery, Parliament and

U C. L. Kingsford, English Historical Literature of
the Fifteenth Century, App. 'A Yorkist Collection,
1447-52,' p. 365.
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under a writ of Praemunire obtained by the Duke of Gloucester against the Cardinal in November previous but respited until t.he King's recent home-coming from Fra,nce. On 29 April. 1433
Tresham and John Hody were made his general attooneys by the abbot of St. Albans who had
the King's licence to visit the General Council of the Church then being held at Base1. 42
\
Tresham, too~' very frequently acted as feoffee and executor on behalf of notables of his
own shire and region and even further afield. In 1423-4 he had been a feoffee in the Hunts
manor of Waresley in a settlement by final concord in the Court of Common Pleas. By 1432
and thenceforward he was one of a group of feoffees making presentations to the provostship of
the '~ollegiate church of Cotterstock. In 1434-5 he was a feoffee in the Huntingdonshire manor
of Abbotsley. In 1437-8 he was party to a final concord relating to the Cambridgeshire manor
of Swaffliam Prior. 43 In the same year he was a feoffee to John Neville esquire in the Buckinghamshire manor of Gayhurst, and in 1439 to Sir Ralph Rochford, a former captain of the castle of
Hammes near Calais, in his reversion of the manor of Newton Longueville in the same county
and of other lands of the French priory of St. Faith, Longueville, which in 1441 went to New
College, Oxford. In 1440 he was acting as executor to Thomas Woodville esquire who had been
knight of the shire for Northants in the Leicester parliaments of 1414 and 1426.44 By this time
he was feoffee of lands in Cheshunt (Herts.) and of the manor of Brampton (Northants.). By
1441-2 he was feoffee to Sir Robert BuInier in Harlestone and Heyford and elsewhere in
Northants, and ,to Sir Thomas Green in a tenement near Wakefield. 45 In November 1442 he
was one of the feoffees of the Leicestershire manor of Lubenham. In the following month he
appears as one of the feoffees of Elizabeth, a younger daughter and coheir of Ralph, Lord .
Basset of Sapcote and the widow of Richard, Lord Grey of Codnor, in all her estates in the
shires of Northampton, Leicester, Derby,and Lincoln, for the performance of her will; the
committee of feoffees, who included the Earl of Somerset, Bishoe Alnwick of Lincoln, and
Lords Willoughby, Zouche, Lovell, and Cromwell, was in 1445 ordered to sell the lands in
order to execute the trust. 46
After the death of John Lord Fanhope, in December 1443 Tresham became a feoffee
in all his Bedfordshire manors, apparently on behalf of Ralph, Lord Cromwell who claimed
the right of purchase against Fanhope's step-son, the Duke of Exeter. By April 1445 he was
one of the feoffees of a justice of the Common Pleas who also had connections with Lord
Cromwell and was eventually to be one of his executors: John Portington, who held South
Conesby and Gunness (Lincs.).47 By the end of 1448, that is within two years of his death,
William Tresham was also feoffee to Henry Green esquire, who had been his fellow knight of
the shire in the Parliament of Bury St. Edrnunds in the previous year, in his Wiltshire manor
of Warminster ;48 to William Catesby of Ashby St. Legers, a fellow esquire of the royal Household, who was to be knight of the shire for Northants with Tresham in the next Parliament
(that of February 1449);49 to John Hampton, esquire of the body and an old associate, in his
Staffordshire manors of Kinver and Stourton and in his offices of keeper, ' ranger, and bailiff in
the royal forest of Kinver;50 and to· Margaret, widow of John Beaufort, Duke of Somerset, in
Foedera, x. 500, 55!.
Cambridge Antiquarian Society Procs., xxxvii,
'Cat. of Feet of Fines relating to Huntingdonshire,
1194-1603,' ed. G. J. Turner, pp. 103, 106; Procs.,
xxvi, 'Feet of Fines relating to Cambridgeshire,' ed.
W. Rye, p. 152; G. Baker, Northants, ii 439-40.
44 C.P.R., 1436-41, 227; 359; 387.
41) C.C.R., 1435-41, 376; Baker, op, cit., ii. 283; i.
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46 C.C.R., 1441-7, 117; 313-7, 466-71.
47,) C.P.R., 1441-6, 267; C.C.R., 1441-7, 219,222-3;
297.
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48 C.P.R., 1446-52, 124.
49 Catalogue of Ancient Deeds, iv. A.I0387.
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her manor of Overstone (Northants).51 Another aristocratic co~ecti(jn Tresham enjoyed as
feoffee was with William Lord Zouche of Harringworth, to whose daughter, Margaret, his son
Thomas was married.52 But perhaps the most important attachment he formed in his later years
was with Richard, Duke of York, to whom, by February 1449, he was feoffee in the Rutland
manor of Hambleton, a possession which had come to the Duke through the Mortimers. 53
Whether this link with York was the dominant factor determining Tresham's political
outlook in the last Parliament to which he was elected and in which he served as Speaker for the
fourth time (the Parliament of November 1449 to June 1450), is open to question. He himself
had close connections with the Household, the Duchy of Lancaster administration, and with
members of the Court party, and his son was also, and remained, an esquire of the royal Household and was to become its Controller during the next decade. It seems, nevertheless, to have
been the Yorkist tie which was the immediate cause of his tragic end within four months from
his last Speakership. This occurred when he was going with his son to meet Duke Richard on
the latter's return from Ireland in the late summer of 1450. His motive may well have been no
more than that of a feoffee seeking out his principal on matters of private business. Or, if it had
a political significance, it may have been no more than an act of self re-insurance against any
possibly dangerous eventualities: as Chancellor of the Duchy 9f Lancaster, Tresham had much
to lose from a shift in the control of the royal administration. However this may be, York, after
his landing in Anglesea, had been denounced as a traitor, had gathered supporters in the Welsh
Marches, and, when Tresham set out to meet him, was on his way to London, where he did not
scruple to 'beat down .the spears and walls' in the King's chamber -to secure an audience. Moreover, the Kentish revolt in the previous spring, which had brought Tresham's last Parliament
to a hasty end, had perhaps been mainly engineered by Yorkist sympathisers. Whatever his
motive, in going to rendez-vous with the Duke in these circumstances Tresham was inviting
trouble. It was, in fact, disaster that befell him.

III
According to the petition to the King exhibited by Tresham's widow in the next Parliament to meet after'lus death-the session began on 6 November 1450-Tresham was at 'his
owen place' at Sywell (Northants) on 22 September, purposing 'to mete and speke' with the
Duke of York who had writte~ to him. That day 'toward nyght' a Rutland esquire, Simon
Norwich, and a group of 'yeomen' of Beds and Northants with some from Wales, sent one
of their number-a Kislingbury man-to Tresham, to pretend that he wanted him to be his
'good maister' in a feigned suit he had with the Duke. This was in order to learn the time of
Tresham's departure. When this information was gained the conspirators assembled a gang
of over 160 armed men at 'a place called Thorplandclose54 in Multon,' which was some four
miles from Sywell, on the road to Northampton. There they waited for Tresham who came by
early on the following morning, 'seiying matyns of oure Lady,' and out of their ambush they set
upon and killed him, robbing him of a collar of the royal livery, a chain of gold, his signet, certain
jewels, £20 in money, and his horse. They also severely wounded the ex-Speaker's son, Thomas,
who was accompanying his father, and robbed him too. A Welshman, Evan ap Rice, who killed
William Tresham with a lancegay, was alleged to have continued to ride his victim's horse,
51
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Baker, op. cit., i. 460.
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and' a child, Thomas Tresham's. The miscreants, said the petition, were still at large, boasting
of their crime, in spite of the petitioner's request to the sheriff-actually her own brother,
William Vaux of Harrowden-to arrest them. This he dared not do, and a jury impanelled by
the coroners had been subjected to threats, so that process by common law was impossible .
. The petition went on to ask that, by authority of Parliament, a writ of Chancery should go out
to the sheriff ordering proclamation for the appearance of those charged to answer for their
crime on a bill of appeal before the Court of King's Bench on the quindene of Hilary next; that
they be not granted bailor mainprise; that, if they sought to bar the appeal, the issue might
be tried by jurors of Northamptonshire, each with income of £20 a year from land; and that
conviction should go by default of appearance. The petition suggested, too, a heavy fine of £200
for future remissness on the part of the sheriff and a warning against those who might have
received the miscreants. In case the widow's appeal were disallowed, it was asked that William's
next heir might take her place as appellant. The petition was granted as requested. 55
Tresham was important enough for his murder not to go .unnoticed in one or two of the
chronicles of the time. William Gregory's London Chronicle supplies no more than the brief
statement that in 1450 'was slayne Tresham, the man of lawe, that was Speker of the Parlyment,
and hys sone was soore woundyde in Northehampton schyre.' The· set of historical notes of
another Londoner, with perhaps connections with Stony Stratford, followed a reference to
the arrival of th,e Duke of York in this town on his way south on 23 September-the day of
Tresham's death-with an unflattering allusion to the murder of 'Tresham of Northamton .
shire, an extorcioner, under Multon parke.' Another contemporary annalist, William of
Worcester, the secretary of Sir John Fastolf, K.G., also knew the place and date of the incident
and that Tresham was riding to meet the Duke of York, and gives the additional information
that Tresham was killed 'per gentes domini Gray de Ruthyn.'
Whence the Tudor antiquary, John Leland, derived his information is not clear, but he
embodied a tradition of the murder in his Itinerary: mistakenly he described Tresham as being
on his way from Northampton to Sywell (instead of in the reverse direction), and his story that
Tresham's 'route of servants cumming by chaunce half a myle behynd him, and they hering
the scry cam and cut of eche end of the spere yn hym, bringging him back to Northampton,
where after the truncheon was pullid oute he dyed,' may have been only a piece of later embroidery. But Le1and, too, attributed the ultimate responsibility for the deed to servants of Lord
Grey of Ruthyn. 56
.
The contemporary William of Worcester's allusion to the implication of Lord' Grey's
men is at any rate reasonably safe evidence. One of the yeomen named in Tresham's widow's
parliamentary petition ' of 1450 as partly responsible for his murder was stated to belong to
Castle Ashby, a manor some six miles east of Northampton then in possession of the Grey
family, and Lord Grey of Ruthyn was a great landlord in Northants as well as in Bedfordshire.
On his mother~s side a great-grandson of John of Gaunt, Edmund Lord Grey of Ruthyn was
to be a prominent member of the Lancastrian party until his desertion to the Yorkists at the
battle of Northampton in 1460.
There is no knowing whether some local quarrel lay behind this putative share of L?rd
Rot. Pari., v. 211-3.
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Grey in Tresham's death, or whether it was suspicion, ill- or well-founded, of Tresham's connection with Richard of York, and of a political significance in their projected meeting on 23
September which the ex-Speaker's murder forestalled. It should be remembered that Thomas
Tresham was also attacked in the affray of his father's murder: there was no break in his
career of service at Henry VI's court, where he continued as an esquire of the Hall and Chamber
to enjoy the ever deeper confidence of the King, until by 1461 he was Controller of the royal
Household, having been in the meantime Speaker in the openly royalist Parliament at Coventry
in 1459. If Thomas Tresham did not come under suspicion at Court, there is perhaps no reason
to think of his father as an out-and-out Yorkist partizan at the time of his death.
JOHN S. ROSKELL

QUEEN VICTORIA AT LUNCHEON IN THE OAK DINING ROOM
AT WINDSOR CASTLE (c. 1894-95).

On each side of the Queen are Princess Henry of Battenberg (Princess Beatrice)
and Prince Henry of Battenberg. Reading from left to right, the children are: Prince
Alexander of Battenberg (now the Marquess of Carisbrooke), Prince Leopold of Battenberg, and Princess Victoria Eugenia (afterwards the Queen of Spain). The Queen's
Indian servants stand in the background. The photograph is by Russell and Sons, of
London, Windsor and Southsea.
The Oak dining room was built by Sir Jeffrey Wyatville in the reign of George IV.
Note the Gothic chairs to match the mullioned window.
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FAMILY OF SHOEMAKERS AND MUSICIANS
THE BILLINGHAMS OF KISLINGBURY

IN the last thirty to forty years of the nineteenth century there flourished at Kislingbury a
family of the name of Billingham, whose descendants are still living there, though some of them
have migrated to Northampton. Kislingbury lies on the River Nene, between three and four
iniles from the county town, and at the time of which we write was a medium sized village of
some six hundred inhabitants. Down to the 1920's it was as beautiful as its name. Church, houses
and cottages, among the tall trees of the wide river valley were almost all of them substantially
built of the local ironstone-the majority roofed with thatch,-a delight to the eye, both as to
grouping and individual design, as one drove past in a pony-cart at eight miles an hour. The
village, in fact, was a suitable settiqg for the musical family which is the subject of these notes.
Last October I had the pleasure of a visit from Mr. A. T. Billingham, who had kindly
come over from ~slingbury to tell me about the members of his family whose picture appears
Inside the back cover of this journal. A tall and vigorous octogenarian, popularly known as
"Long Tom," he entertained me for nearly two hours with his memories of the past, his songs
and recitations,"Ah! Willie brew'd a peck of malt,
Robin AlIen came to see,
For the cock may crow, the day may dawn, ·'
And we will taste the barley bree,-"

,if '

and it is to him that I owe the following information about his father, his seven uncles and their
one sister.
Of the eight Billingham bfothers seven were shoemakers. The greater part of the shoe trade
was in those days carried on by hand in the home, or in groups of three or more workers in
sheds behind the cottages. This brought much work to the villages within a radius of six to
eight miles round Northampton, for in those days folk thought nothing of walking any distance
up to twenty miles and more in one day. Men who worked in this way were known as "handsewn
shoemakers" or, more briefly, "handseWIi men"" collecting their leather from the manufacturers
or their agents, and carrying the finished work back to the town, wherl"they were paid at the rate
of so much a pair, and"supplied with more leather for the next batch. This gave them a degree of
independence as regards hours and conditions of work which they lost when the factory system
came into full swing.
The date of our photograph is about 1870, long before the days of motor-cars, when
even bicycles-of the penny-farthing type-were a great rarity, and when shoe-factories were
still in their infancy. Indeed life in the villages until the close of the century, except for the
introduction of some simple agricultural machinery, continued in many respects much as it
had done for hundreds of years. The expansion of the shoe-trade, however, as described above,
had introduced a new element into the rural area round Northampton.
, The Billinghams were Bap~sts and members of the Chapel choir. Five of them, it will
be noticed, had distinctively Biblical names. All the ei~ht brothers were musicians, both indi-
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viduallyas singers and teachers of music, and collectively as glee-singers. Mr. Tom Billingham
maintains that they could sing as many as sixty glees without either printed words or music.
In the winter time they would go round singing at different houses in the district, and of course
at the annual choir supper at the Chapel, while carol singing at Christmas took them far afield.
"I would not change my station,
For the noblest in the land,
I would not be Prime Minister,
Or anything so grand.
I would not be a nobleman
To live in luxury,
And nothink in this world would part,
Myoid grey mare and me."

And now -for the account of the family, as given me by Mr. Tom Billingham, starting on the
left of the photograph with:1. JOHN, who was a professional musician. He had an alto voice and on one occasion
sang the alto solos at a moment's notice in a performance of the Messiah at Northampton. He was
also a cornet player, but could play all the brass instruments of a band. He taught singing-classes
as far afield as Cold Higham and Blakesley. When courting his future wife at Blakesley he used
to walk the eighteen miles there and back regularly once a week. She was a midwife, and
helped to keep the home fires burning, earning more at her job than John did at his.!
2. WILLIAM started life as a handsewn shoe-maker, but later went into the book trade,
and eventually founded in 1850 the printing and bookselling business in Marefair, Northampton,
now carried on at 38 Bridge Street by his great-grandson, Laurence William Billingham.
3. SARAH married Mr. Needles of Arding Street, Northampton, and was the only unmusical member of the family.
4. SAMUEL migrated ,to Kingsthorpe (now in the borough of Northampton), and was
choir-master at Kingsthorpe Church. At home he followed the trade of a handsewn shoe-maker.
5. THOMAS, "a handsome man," sang tenor in the family choir. He was a shoe-maker.
6 and 7. ' MARK and JOSEPH were both "handsewn shoe-men." Mark was a tenor
singer, and his wife was at times employed as children's nurse to the Manfield and Bostock
families of Northampton.
8. ISAAC, the youngest brother, and father of my informant, was also a handsewn man.
He was something of a sportsman and a good shot. He was casually employed by Mr. Harris,
one of the four principal landowners in the parish, then living at Kislingbury Hall, for whom
he once shot nineteen brace of partridges in one day. When times were bad (and lean times in
the shoe trade were not uncommon), he took on the job of distributing the Northampton Mercury.
The Mercury (the oldest newspaper in England, by the way) was and is a weekly paper. It was
ready for distribution on Friday evening, and at 9.0 p.m. on that day, Isaac would leave Kislingbury on foot for the Mercury office, collect his bundle of papers, and leave them at U pton,
Harpole, Upper Heyford, Flore, Weedon, Daventry, Charwelton, Helidon, Catesby, and
Staverton. He would get back home by noon on Saturday, clean his shoes and have a wash and
then sit down to his dinner, declaring he was "as fresh as a daersy,"-and this after a tramp,
(mostly through the night), as I have just measured it on the map, of not less than forty miles.
One of Isaac's sons-Joseph S. Billingham-was a keen musician. At one time his musical
activities took him to Hartwell, to give a violin lesson, followed by a singing-class until eight
1 John had nine children, of whom the youngest was Arthur. Arthur, also a fine musician, was the
conductor of Kislingbury Baptist choir, whose beautiful singing at the Northamptonshire Musical
Competitions fifty years ago, is still remembered.
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o'clock. From there he proceeded two miles on to Hanslope to give two more lessons, and then
walked back the thirteen miles ·to Kislingbury in the dark. On the following evening he taught
singing at Harlestone and the Bringtons.
_ 9. ELl was a handsewn man and an alto singer "with a lovely voice."
1

"Round goes the world,
I ts troubles I defy,
Jogging along together, my boys,
The old grey mare and I !"

sang ;Long Tom, and then told me something of the history of his own life. He also started
as a shoe-maker, he and his brother, J. S. Billingham, working as rivetters (the work had now
become specialised) in a little shop attached to the house. But when bad times came on he found
employment, as traveller for a yeast merchant, which occupation he followed for eighteen years.
The w~rld had moved on, and instead of walking he rode a bicycle, on which he travelled fifty
miles a day-"twenty miles out, ten miles across, and twenty miles home," so was just as energetic as the previous generation. Eventually he went into Lewis's shoe factory in St. James's
End, Northampton, until his retirement. His brother went into the town and founded the wellknown second-hand bookseller's business still carried on under his name by his daughter in
St. Giles's Street. Another daughter is a distinguished teacher of the pianoforte.
As a boy Long Tom used to accompany his father and uncles carolling at Christmas time,
and has a vivid recollection of going to Courteenhall (seven miles) one Christmas Eve and singing
at the Rectory, where the Squire (who was then Jiving there, the Hall being let), gave them all
cigarettes. That was in 1894 or 1895. He has been in the Baptist choir at Kislingbury for 64 years.
Dissent and individuality of character no doubt flourished more easily in a squireless
village. At Kislingbury, though there was a "Hall," there was no predominant landowner. One
gets the impression, in learning about the Billinghams, that in this family we have a strong
survival of the sturdy peasant type-vigorous, intelligent, self-reliant, jovial, · and independent.
Economic reasons, as some modern historians would no doubt point out, lay behind all this
itinerant singing. Perhaps; the money thus earned helped to eke out the wages and was a great
boon in times of unemployment. But when the economic motive has been allowed for, behind
it all was not only great talent but a deep and genuine love of music, and of all the pleasant things
that Mr. Tom Billingham told me on that memorable October afternoon, the pleasantest living
in my memory is that after a business, religious, or political meeting at Kislingbury attended
in force by the Bill·ingham brothers, as they left the hall where it had been held, they would
burst spontaneously in!o song.
WIMERSLEY BUSH.

